
INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 History of Computer Programming

 C++

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A personal computer (PC) is any general-purpose computer whose original sales

price, size, and capabilities make it useful for individuals, and which is intended to be

operated directly by an end user, with no intervening computer operator. Today a PC may be

a desktop computer, a laptop computer or a tablet computer. The most common operating

systems are Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X and Linux, while the most common

microprocessors are x86-compatible CPUs, ARM architecture CPUs and PowerPC CPUs.

Software applications for personal computers include word processing, spreadsheets,

databases, games, and myriad of personal productivity and special-purpose software. Modern

personal computers often have high-speed or dial-up connections to the Internet, allowing

access to the World Wide Web and a wide range of other resources.

Key Points:

1. History of Computer Programming

The capabilities of the PC have changed greatly since the introduction of electronic

computers. By the early 1970s, people in academic or research institutions had the

opportunity for single-person use of a computer system in interactive mode for extended

durations, although these systems would still have been too expensive to be owned by a

single person. The introduction of the microprocessor, a single chip with all the circuitry that

formerly occupied large cabinets, led to the proliferation of personal computers after about

1975. Early personal computers - generally called microcomputers - were sold often in

Electronic kit form and in limited volumes, and were of interest mostly to hobbyists and

technicians. Minimal programming was done by toggle switches, and output was provided by

front panel indicators. Practical use required peripherals such as keyboards, computer
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terminals, disk drives, and printers. By 1977, mass-market pre-assembled computers allowed

a wider range of people to use computers, focusing more on software applications and less on

development of the processor hardware.

Throughout the late 1970s and into the 1980s, computers were developed for household use,

offering personal productivity, programming and games. Somewhat larger and more

expensive systems (although still low-cost compared with minicomputers and mainframes)

were aimed for office and small business use. Workstations are characterized by high-

performance processors and graphics displays, with large local disk storage, networking

capability, and running under a multitasking operating system. Workstations are still used for

tasks such as computer-aided design, drafting and modelling, computation-intensive scientific

and engineering calculations, image processing, architectural modelling, and computer

graphics for animation and motion picture visual effects.

Eventually the market segments lost any technical distinction; business computers acquired

color graphics capability and sound, and home computers and game systems users used the

same processors and operating systems as office workers. Mass-market computers had

graphics capabilities and memory comparable to dedicated workstations of a few years

before. Even local area networking, originally a way to allow business computers to share

expensive mass storage and peripherals, became a standard feature of the personal computers

used at home.

Apple Macintosh of 1984 was the first device to become personal computer by complete list

of contemporary criteria, which include Graphical User Interface, mouse, keyboard,

assembled body with size which allowed putting computer on a desktop, and price

comparable to average monthly income of a citizen. All of earlier attempts did not meet either

one or few of those conditions.

1.1 Market and sales

In 2001 125 million personal computers were shipped in comparison to 48 thousand

in 1977. More than 500 million PCs were in use in 2002 and one billion personal

computers had been sold worldwide since mid-1970s until this time. Of the latter

figure, 75 percent were professional or work related, while the rest sold for personal

or home use. About 81.5 percent of PCs shipped had been desktop computers, 16.4
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percent laptops and 2.1 percent servers. United States had received 38.8 percent (394

million) of the computers shipped, Europe 25 percent and 11.7 percent had gone to

Asia-Pacific region, the fastest-growing market as of 2002. The second billion was

expected to be sold by 2008. Almost half of all the households in Western Europe had

a personal computer and a computer could be found in 40 percent of homes in United

Kingdom, compared with only 13 percent in 1985.

The global PC shipments was 264 million units in year 2007, according to iSuppli , up

11.2 per cent from 239 million in 2006. . In year 2004, the global shipments was 183

million units, 11.6 percent increase over 2003. In 2003, 152.6 million PCs were

shipped, at an estimated value of $175 billion. In 2002, 136.7 million PCs were

shipped, at an estimated value of $175 billion. In 2000, 140.2 million PCs were

shipped, at an estimated value of $226 billion. Worldwide shipments of PCs surpassed

the 100-million mark in 1999, growing to 113.5 million units from 93.3 million units

in 1998. . In 1999, Asiahad 14,1 million units shipped.

As of June 2008, the number of personal computers in use worldwide hit one billion,

while another billion is expected to be reached by 2014. Mature markets like the

United States, Western Europe and Japanaccounted for 58 percent of the worldwide

installed PCs. The emerging markets were expected to double their installed PCs by

2013 and to take 70 percent of the second billion PCs. About 180 million PCs (16

percent of the existing installed base) were expected to be replaced and 35 million to

be dumped into landfill in 2008. The whole installed base grew 12 percent annually.

In the developed world, there has been a vendor tradition to keep adding functions to

maintain high prices of personal computers. However, since the introduction of One

Laptop per Child foudation and its low-cost XO-1 laptop, the computing industry

started to pursue the price too. Although introduced only one year earlier, there were

14 million netbooks sold in 2008. Besides the regular computer manufacturers,

companies making especially rugged versions of computers have sprung up, offering

alternatives for people operating their machines in extreme weather or environments.
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1.2 Netbooks and nettops

The emergence of new market segment of small, energy-efficient and low-cost

devices (netbooks and nettops) could threaten established companies like Microsoft,

Intel, HP or Dell, analysts said in July 2008. A market research firm International

Data Corporation predicted that the category could grow from fewer than 500,000 in

2007 to 9 million in 2012 as the market for low cost and secondhand computers

expands in developed economies. Also, after Microsoft ceased selling of Windows

XP for ordinary machines, it made an exception and continued to offer the operating

system for netbook and nettop makers.

1.3 Mass storage

All computers require either fixed or removable storage for their operating system,

programs and user generated material.

Formerly the 5 1/4 inch and 3 1/2 inch floppy drive were the principal forms of

removable storage for backup of user files and distribution of software.

As memory sizes increased, the capacity of the floppy did not keep pace; the Zip drive

and other higher-capacity removable media were introduced but never became as

prevalent as the floppy drive.

By the late 1990s the optical drive, in CD and later DVD and Blu-ray Disc, became

the main method for software distribution, and writeable media provided backup and

file interchange. Floppy drives have become uncommon in desktop personal

computers since about 2000, and were dropped from many laptop systems even

earlier.

Early home computers used compact audio cassettes for file storage; these were at the

time a very low cost storage solution, but were displaced by floppy disk drives when

manfacturing costs dropped, by the mid 1980s.

A second generation of tape recorders was provided when Videocassette recorders

were pressed into service as backup media for larger disk drives. All these systems

were less reliable and slower than purpose-built magnetic tape drives. Such tape
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drives were uncommon in consumer-type personal computers but were a necessity in

business or industrial use.

Interchange of data such as photographs from digital cameras is greatly expedited by

installation of a card reader, which often is compatible with several forms of flash

memory. It is usually faster and more convenient to move large amounts of data by

removing the card from the mobile device, instead of communicating with the mobile

device through a USB interface.

A USB flash drive today performs much of the data transfer and backup functions

formerly done with floppy drives, Zip disks and other devices. Main-stream current

operating systems for personal computers provide standard support for flash drives,

allowing interchange even between computers using different processors and

operating systems. The compact size and lack of moving parts or dirt-sensitive media,

combined with low cost for high capacity, have made flash drives a popular and

useful accessory for any personal computer user.

The operating system (e.g.: Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, Linux or many others) can

be located on any removable storage, but typically it is on one of the hard disks. A

Live CD is also possible, but it is very slow and is usually used for installation of the

OS, demonstrations, or problem solving. Flash-based memory is currently expensive

(as of mid-2008) but is starting to appear in laptop computers because of its low

weight and low energy consumption, compared to hard disk storage.

2. C++

C++ ("C Plus Plus", pronounced /ˌsiːˌplʌsˈplʌs/) is a general-purpose programming language.

It is regarded as a middle-level language, as it comprises a combination of both high-level

and low-level language features. It was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup in 1979 at Bell Labs

as an enhancement to the C programming language and originally named "C with Classes". It

was renamed to C++ in 1983.

C++ is widely used in the software industry. Some of its application domains include systems

software, device drivers, embedded software, high-performance server and client

applications, and entertainment software such as video games. Several groups provide both
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free and commercial C++ compiler software, including the GNU Project, Microsoft, Intel,

Borland and others.

The language began as enhancements to C, first adding classes, then virtual functions,

operator overloading, multiple inheritance, templates, and exception handling among other

features. After years of development, the C++ programming language standard was ratified in

1998 as ISO/IEC 14882:1998. The current standard is the 2003 version, ISO/IEC

14882:2003. The next standard version (known informally as C++0x) is in development.

C++ is a statically typed, free-form, multi-paradigm, compiled language where compilation

creates machine code for a target machine hardware.

2.1 Background

Stroustrup began work on C with Classes in 1979. The idea of creating a new

language originated from Stroustrup's experience in programming for his Ph.D. thesis.

Stroustrup found that Simula had features that were very helpful for large software

development, but the language was too slow for practical use, while BCPL was fast

but too low-level to be suitable for large software development. When Stroustrup

started working in AT&T Bell Labs, he had the problem of analyzing the UNIX

kernel with respect to distributed computing. Remembering his Ph.D. experience,

Stroustrup set out to enhance the C language with Simula-like features. C was chosen

because it was general-purpose, fast, portable and widely used. Besides C and Simula,

some other languages that inspired him were ALGOL 68, Ada, CLU and ML. At first,

the class, derived class, strong type checking, inlining, and default argument features

were added to C via Cfront. The first commercial release occurred in October 1985.

In 1983, the name of the language was changed from C with Classes to C++ (++

being the increment operator in C and C++). New features were added including

virtual functions, function name and operator overloading, references, constants, user-

controlled free-store memory control, improved type checking, and BCPL style

single-line comments with two forward slashes (//). In 1985, the first edition of The

C++ Programming Language was released, providing an important reference to the

language, since there was not yet an official standard. In 1989, Release 2.0 of C++

was released. New features included multiple inheritance, abstract classes, static
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member functions, const member functions, and protected members. In 1990, The

Annotated C++ Reference Manual was published. This work became the basis for the

future standard. Late addition of features included templates, exceptions, namespaces,

new casts, and a Boolean type.

As the C++ language evolved, a standard library also evolved with it. The first

addition to the C++ standard library was the stream I/O library which provided

facilities to replace the traditional C functions such as printf and scanf. Later, among

the most significant additions to the standard library, was the Standard Template

Library.

C++ continues to be used and is still one of the preferred programming languages to

develop professional applications. The language has gone from being mostly Western,

to attracting programmers from all over the world.

Topic : Primitive Data Types And Operations

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Types of data types

 Data Operations

Definition/Overview:

Overview: A data type in programming languages is an attribute of a data which tells the

computer (and the programmer) something about the kind of data it is. This involves setting

constraints on the datum, such as what values it can take and what operations may be

performed upon it.In a broad sense, a data type defines a set of values and the allowable

operations on those values . Almost all programming languages explicitly include the notion

of data type, though different languages may use different terminology. Most programming

languages also allow the programmer to define additional data types, usually by combining

multiple elements of other types and defining the valid operations of the new data type. For
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example, a programmer might create a new data type named "Person" that specifies that data

interpreted as Person would include a name and a date of birth.

For example, in the Java programming language, the "int" type represents the set of 32-bit

integers ranging in value from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647, as well as the operations that

can be performed on integers, such as addition, subtraction, and multiplication. Colors, on the

other hand, are represented by three bytes denoting the amounts each of red, green, and blue,

and one string representing that color's name; allowable operations include addition and

subtraction, but not multiplication.

A data type can also be thought of as a constraint placed upon the interpretation of data in a

type system, describing representation, interpretation and structure of values or objects stored

in computer memory. The type system uses data type information to check correctness of

computer programs that access or manipulate the data.

Key Points:

1. Types of data types

1.1 Abstract data types (ADT )

In computing, an abstract data type (ADT) is a specification of a set of data and the

set of operations that can be performed on the data. Such a data type is abstract in the

sense that it is independent of various concrete implementations. The definition can

be mathematical, or it can be programmed as an interface. A first class ADT supports

the creation of multiple instances of the ADT, and the interface normally provides a

constructor, which returns an abstract handle to new data, and several operations,

which are functions accepting the abstract handle as an argument.

The main contribution of the abstract data type theory (and its evolution, the design

by contract) is that it (1) formalizes a definition of type (which was only intuitively

hinted on procedural programming) (2) on the basis of the information hiding

principle and (3) in a way that such formalization can be explicitly represented in

programming language notations and semantics. This important advance in computer

science theory (motivated by software engineering challenges in procedural
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programming) led to the emergence of languages and methodological principles of

object-oriented programming.

1.2 Algebraic data type

In computer programming, an algebraic data type (sometimes also called a variant

type ) is a datatype each of whose values is data from other datatypes wrapped in one

of the constructors of the datatype. Any wrapped datum is an argument to the

constructor. In contrast to other datatypes, the constructor is not executed and the only

way to operate on the data is to unwrap the constructor using pattern matching.

The most common algebraic data type is a list with two constructors: Nil or for an

empty list, and Cons (an abbreviation of constructor), ::, or : for the combination of a

new element with a shorter list (for example (Cons 1 '(2 3 4)) or 1:).

Special cases of algebraic types are product types i.e. records (only one constructor)

and enumerated types (many constructors with no arguments). Algebraic types are

one kind of composite type (i.e. a type formed by combining other types).

An algebraic data type may also be an abstract data type (ADT) if it is exported from

a module without its constructors. Values of such a type can only be manipulated

using functions defined in the same module as the type itself.

In set theory the equivalent of an algebraic data type is a discriminated union a set

whose elements consist of a tag (equivalent to a constructor) and an object of a type

corresponding to the tag (equivalent to the constructor arguments).

1.3 Composite types

In computer science, composite types are datatypes which can be constructed in a

programming language out of that language's basic primitive types and other

composite types. The act of constructing a composite type is known as composition.

A struct is C's and C++'s notion of a composite type, a datatype that composes a fixed

set of labeled fields or members. It is so called because of the struct keyword used in
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declaring them, which is short for structure or, more precisely, user-defined data

structure.

In C++, the only difference between a struct and a class is the default access level,

which is private for classes and public for structs.

Note that while classes and the class keyword were completely new in C++, the C

programming language already had a crude type of structs. For all intents and

purposes, C++ structs form a superset of C structs: virtually all valid C structs are

valid C++ structs with the same semantics.

A struct declaration consists of a list of fields, each of which can have any type. The

total storage required for a struct object is the sum of the storage requirements of all

the fields, plus any internal padding.

1.4 Function types

Type signature is a term that is used in computer programming. A type signature

defines the inputs and outputs for a function or method. A type signature includes at

least the function name and the number of its parameters. In some programming

languages, it may also specify the function's return type or the types of its parameters.

Notice that the type of the result can be regarded as everything past the first supplied

argument. This is a consequence of currying. That is, given a function that had one

argument supplied, but takes in two inputs, the function is "curried" to produce a

function of one argument -- the one that is not supplied. Thus calling f(x), where f :: a

-> b -> c, yields a new function f' :: b -> c which can be called f'(b) to produce c.

The actual type specifications can consist of an actual type, such as Integer, or a

general type variable that is used in parametric polymorphic functions, such as "a", or

"b", or "anyType".

1.5 Machine data types

All data in computers based on digital electronics is represented as bits (alternatives 0

and 1) on the lowest level. The smallest addressable unit of data is a group of bits

called a byte (usually an octet, which is 8 bits). The unit processed by machine code
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instructions is called a word (as of 2008, typically 32 or 64 bits). Most instructions

interpret the word as a binary number, such that a 32-bit word can represent unsigned

integer values from 0 to 232 − 1 or signed integer values from − 231 to 231− 1.

Because of two's complement, the machine language and machine don't need to

distinguish between these unsigned and signed data types for the most part.

There is a specific set of arithmetic instructions that use a different interpretation of

the bits in word as a floating-point number.

1.6 Object types

In its simplest embodiment, an object is an allocated region of storage. Since

programming languages use variables to access objects, the terms object and variable

are often used interchangeably. However, until memory is allocated, an object does

not exist.

All programming languages present objects. The presence of objects should not be

confounded with the concept of object-orientation.

In procedural programming, an object may contain data or instructions, but not both.

(Instructions may take the form of a procedure or function.) In object-oriented

programming, an object may be associated with both the data and the instructions that

operate on that data.

How an object is created depends on the language. In a prototype-based language

(e.g., JavaScript) an object can be created from nothing, or can be based on an

existing object. In a class-based language (e.g., Java), an object is created as an

instance (or instantiation) of a class. The class forms a specification for the object.

To give a real world analogy, a house is constructed according to a specification.

Here, the specification is a blueprint that represents a class, and the constructed house

represents the object.

In strictly mathematical branches of computer science the term object is used in a

purely mathematical sense to refer to any thing. While this interpretation is useful in

the discussion of abstract theory, it is not concrete enough to serve as a primitive
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datatype in the discussion of more concrete branches (such as programming) that are

closer to actual computation and information processing. Therefore, objects are still

conceptual entities, but generally correspond directly to a contiguous block of

computer memory of a specific size at a specific location. This is because

computation and information processing ultimately require a form of computer

memory. Objects in this sense are fundamental primitives needed to accurately define

concepts such as references, variables, and name binding. This is why the rest of this

article will focus on the concrete interpretation of object rather than the abstract one

object oriented programming.

Note that although a block of computer memory can appear contiguous on one level

of abstraction and incontiguous on another, the important thing is that it appears

contiguous to the program that treats it as an object. That is, an object's private

implementation details must not be exposed to clients of the object, and they must be

able to change without requiring changes to client code. In particular, the size of the

block of memory that forms the object must be able to change without changes to

client code.

Objects exist only within contexts that are aware of them; a piece of computer

memory only holds an object if a program treats it as such (for example by reserving

it for exclusive use by specific procedures and/or associating a data type with it).

Thus, the lifetime of an object is the time during which it is treated as an object. This

is why they are still conceptual entities, despite their physical presence in computer

memory.

In other words, abstract concepts that do not occupy memory space at runtime are,

according to the definition, not objects; e.g., design patterns exhibited by a set of

classes, data types in statically typed programs.

1.7 Primitive types

In most programming languages, all basic types are built-in, but some composite

types may also be built-in. Opinions vary as to whether a built-in type that is not basic

should be considered "primitive".
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Depending on the language and its implementation, primitive types may or may not

have a one-to-one correspondence with objects in the computer's memory. However,

one usually expects operations on basic primitive types to be the fastest language

constructs there are. Integer addition, for example, can be performed as a single

machine instruction, and some processors offer specific instructions to process

sequences of characters with a single instruction. In particular, the C standard

mentions that "a 'plain' int object has the natural size suggested by the architecture of

the execution environment". This means that int is likely to be 32 bits long on a 32-bit

architecture. Basic primitive types are almost always value types.

Most languages do not allow the behaviour or capabilities of primitive (either built-in

or basic) types to be modified by programs. Exceptions include Smalltalk, which

permits all datatypes to be extended within a program, adding to the operations that

can be performed on them or even redefining the built-in operations.

A character type (typically called "char") may contain a single letter, digit,

punctuation mark, or control character. Some languages have two or more character

types, for example a single-byte type for ASCII characters and a multi-byte type for

Unicode characters. The term "character type" is normally used even for types whose

values more precisely represent code units, for example a UTF-16 code unit as in Java

and JavaScript.

Characters may be combined into strings. The string data can include numbers and

other numerical symbols but will be treated as text. In most languages, a string is

equivalent to an array of characters or code units, but Java treats them as distinct types

(java.lang.String and char[]). Other languages (such as Python, and many dialects of

BASIC) have no separate character type; strings with a length of one are normally

used to represent (single code unit) characters. Literals for characters and strings are

usually surrounded by quotation marks: sometimes, single quotes (') are used for

characters and double quotes (") are used for strings.

2. Data Operations

Programming languages generally support a set of operators that are similar to operators in

mathematics. A language may contain a fixed number of built-in operators (e.g., C
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programming language) or it may allow the creation of programmer-defined operators (e.g.,

C++).

Some built-in operators supported by a language have a direct mapping to a small number of

instructions commonly found on central processing units, though others (e.g. '+' used to

express string concatenation) may have complicated implementations. The specification of a

language will specify the precedence and associativity of the operators it supports. Most

programming language operators take one or two operands, with a few supporting more

operands (e.g., the ?: operator in C). The position of the operator with respect to its operands

may be prefix, infix or postfix.

2.1 Operator overloading

In some programming languages an operator may be ad-hoc polymorphic, that is,

have definitions for more than one kind of data, (such as in Java where the + operator

is used both for the addition of numbers and for the concatenation of strings). Such an

operator is said to be overloaded. In languages that support operator overloading by

the programmer but have a limited set of operators, such as C++, operator overloading

is often used to define customized uses for operators.

2.2 Operand coercion

Some languages also allow for the operands of an operator to be implicitly converted

or coerced to suitable data types for the operation to occur. For example, in Perl

coercion rules lead into 12 + "3.14" producing the result of 15.14. The text "3.14" is

converted to the number 3.14 before addition can take place. Further, 12 is an integer

and 3.14 is either a floating or fixed-point number (a number that has a decimal place

in it) so the integer is then converted to a floating point or fixed-point number

respectively.

In the presence of coercions in a language, the programmer must be aware of the

specific rules regarding operand types and the operation result type to avoid subtle

programming mistakes.

In computer science, type conversion or typecasting refers to changing an entity of

one data type into another. This is done to take advantage of certain features of type
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hierarchies. For instance, values from a more limited set, such as integers, can be

stored in a more compact format and later converted to a different format enabling

operations not previously possible, such as division with several decimal places'

worth of accuracy. In object-oriented programming languages, type conversion allows

programs to treat objects of one type as one of their ancestor types to simplify

interacting with them.

There are two types of conversion: implicit and explicit. The term for implicit type

conversion is coercion. The most common form of explicit type conversion is known

as casting. Explicit type conversion can also be achieved with separately defined

conversion routines such as an overloaded object constructor.

2.3 Operators in APL

In the Iverson Notation that later became APL, Kenneth E. Iverson defined several

operators (reduction, inner product, outer product) acting on functions to produce

functions. So, for example, +/ (plus-reduce) applies the reduction operator to the

binary function + to create a function for adding vectors, rows of matrices, etc.

APL (A Programming Language) is an array programming language based on a

notation invented in 1957 by Kenneth E. Iverson while at Harvard University. It

originated as an attempt to provide consistent notation for the teaching and analysis of

topics related to the application of computers. Iverson published his notation in 1962

in a book titled A Programming Language. By 1965, a subset of the notation was

implemented as a programming language, then known as IVSYS. Later, prior to its

commercial release, APL got its name from the title of the book. Iverson received the

Turing Award in 1979 for his work.

Iverson's notation was later used to describe the IBM System/360 machine

architecture, a description much more concise and exact than the existing

documentation and revealing several previously unnoticed problems. Later, a

Selectric typeball was specially designed to write a linear representation of this

notation. This distinctive aspect of APL, the use of a special character set visually

depicting the operations to be performed, remains fundamentally unchanged today.
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The APL language features a rich set of operations which work on entire arrays of

data, like the vector instruction set of a SIMD architecture. While many computer

languages would require iteration to, for example, add two arrays together, functions

in APL typically deal with entire arrays at once. In conjunction with a special

character set where glyphs represent operations to be performed, this drastically

reduces the potential number of loops and allows for smaller, more concise and

compact programs.

As with all programming languages that have had several decades of continual use,

APL has evolved significantly, generally in an upward-compatible manner, from its

earlier releases. APL is usually interpretive and interactive, and normally features a

read-evaluate-print loop (REPL) for command and expression input. Today, nearly all

modern implementations support structured programming while several dialects now

feature some form of object oriented programming constructs.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Selection Statements

Loops

Functions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Simple Statements

 Compound Statements

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computer programming a statement can be thought of as the smallest

standalone element of an imperative programming language. A program is formed by a

sequence of one or more statements. A statement will have internal components (e.g.,

expressions). Many languages (e.g. C) make a distinction between statements and definitions,

with a statement only containing executable code and a definition declaring an identifier. A
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distinction can also be made between simple and compound statements; the latter may

contain statements as components.

Key Points:

1. Simple statements

1.1 Assignment

In computer science the assignment statement sets or re-sets the value stored in the

storage location(s) denoted by a variable name. In most imperative computer

programming languages the assignment statement is one of the basic statements. The

assignment statement often allows that the same variable name to contain different

values at different times during program execution.

In most expression-oriented programming languages, the assignment statement

returns the assigned value, allowing such idioms as x = y = a, which assigns the value

of a to both x and y, and while (f = read()) {}, which uses the return value of a

function to control a loop while assigning that same value to a variable. In other

programming languages, the return value of an assignment is undefined and such

idioms are invalid. An example is Scheme. In Python, assignment is not an

expression, and thus has no "value".

In Haskell, there is no variable assignment; but operations similar to assignment (like

assigning to a field of an array or a field of a mutable data structure) usually evaluate

to unit, the value of the unit type, which is typically the type of an expression that is

evaluated purely for its side effects.

In functional programming, assignment is discouraged in favor of single assignment,

also called name binding or initialization. Single assignment differs from assignment

as described in this article in that it can only be made once, usually when the variable

is created; no subsequent re-assignment is allowed. Once created by single

assignment, named values are not variables but immutable objects.

Single assignment is the only form of assignment available in purely functional

languages, such as Haskell, which do not have variables in the sense of imperative
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programming languages. Impure functional languages provide both single assignment

as well as true assignment (though true assignment is used with less frequency than in

imperative programming languages). For example, in Scheme, both single assignment

and true assignment can be used on all variables. In OCaml, only single assignment is

allowed for variables, via the let name = value syntax; however, true assignment, by a

separate <- operator, can be used on elements of arrays and strings, as well as fields of

records and objects that have been explicitly declared mutable (meaning capable of

being changed after its initial declaration) by the programmer.

Beginning programmers sometimes confuse assignment with the relational operator

for equality, as "=" means equality in mathematics, and is used for assignment in

many languages. But assignment alters the value of a variable, while equality testing

tests whether two expressions have the same value. In many languages, the

assignment operator is a single equals sign ("=") while the equivalence operator is a

pair of equals signs ("=="); in some languages, such as BASIC, a single equals sign is

used for both, with context determining which is meant.

This can lead to errors if the programmer forgets which form (=, ==, :=) is appropriate

(or mistypes = when == was intended). This is a common programming problem with

languages such as C, where the assignment operator also returns the value assigned,

and can be validly nested inside expressions (in the same way that a function returns a

value). If the intention was to compare two values in an if statement, for instance, an

assignment is quite likely to return a value interpretable as TRUE, in which case the

then clause will be executed, leading the program to behave unexpectedly. Some

language processors can detect such situations, and warn the programmer of the

potential error.

1.2 Subroutine

In computer science, a subroutine or subprogram (also called procedure, function,

method, or routine) is a portion of code within a larger program, which performs a

specific task and is relatively independent of the remaining code. (The name

"method" is mostly used in object-oriented programming, specifically for subroutines

that are part of objects or object classes.)
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As the name suggests, a subprogram or subroutine behaves in much the same way as a

complete computer program that is used as a step in a larger program. A subroutine is

often coded so that it can be executed (called) several times and/or from several

places during a single execution of the program, including from other subroutines, and

branch back (return) to the point after the call once its task is done.

Subroutines are a powerful programming tool , and the syntax of many programming

languages includes support for writing and using them. Judicious use of subroutines

(for example, though the structured programming approach) will often substantially

reduce the cost of developing and maintaining a large program, while increasing its

quality and reliability . Subroutines, often collected into libraries, are an important

mechanism for sharing and trading software.

Most modern implementations use a call stack, a special case of the stack data

structure, to implement subroutine calls and returns. Each procedure call creates a

new entry, called a stack frame, at the top of the stack; when the procedure returns, its

stack frame is deleted from the stack, and its space may be used for other procedure

calls. Each stack frame contains the private data of the corresponding call, which

typically includes the procedure's parameters and internal variables, and the return

address. The call sequence can be implemented by a sequence of ordinary instructions

(an approach still used in RISC and VLIW architectures), but many traditional

machines designed since the late 1960s have included special instructions for that

purpose.

The call stack is usually implemented as a contiguous area of memory. It is an

arbitrary design choice whether the bottom of the stack is the the lowest or highest

address within this area, so that the stack may grow forwards or backwards in

memory; however, many architectures chose the latter[citation needed].

Some designs, notably some Forthimplementations, used two separate call stacks, one

mainly for control information (like return addresses and loop counters) and the other

for data.

When stack-based procedure calls were first introduced, an important motivation was

to save precious memory[citation needed]. With this scheme, the compiler does not
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have to reserve separate space in memory for the private data (parameters, return

address, and local variables) of each procedure. At any moment, the stack contains

only the private data of the calls that are currently active (namely, which have been

called but haven't returned yet). Because of the ways in which programs were usually

assembled from libraries, it was (and still is) not uncommon to find programs which

include thousands of subroutines, of which only a handful are active at any given

moment[citation needed]. For such programs, the call stack mechanism could save

significant amounts of memory. Indeed, the call stack mechanism can be viewed as

the earliest and simplest method for automatic memory management.

However, another advantage of the call stack method is that it allows recursive

subroutine calls, since each nested call to the same procedure gets a separate instance

of its private data.

1.3 Return statement

In computer programming, a return statement causes execution to leave the current

subroutine and resume at the point in the code immediately after where the subroutine

was called known as its return address. The return address is saved, usually on the

process's call stack, as part of the operation of making the subroutine call. Return

statements in many languages allow a function to specify a return value to be passed

back to the code that called the function.

In C/C++, return exp; (where exp is an expression) is a statement that tells a function

to return execution of the program to the calling function, and report the value of exp.

If a function does not have a return type (i.e., its return type is void), the return

statement can be used without a value, in which case the program just breaks out of

the current function and returns to the calling one.

In Pascal there is no return statement. A subroutine automatically returns when

execution reaches its last executable statement. Values may be returned by assigning

to an identifier that has the same name as the subroutine (a function in Pascal

terminology).
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Certain programming languages, such as Perl and Ruby allow the programmer to omit

an explicit return statement, specifying instead that the last evaluated expression is the

return value of the subroutine. In Windows PowerShell all evaluated expressions

which are not captured (e.g. assigned to a variable, cast to void or piped to $null) are

returned from the subroutine as elements in an array, or as a single object in the case

that only one object has not been captured.

1.4 Goto

GOTO is a statement found in many computer programming languages. It is a

combination of the English words go and to. When executed it causes an

unconditional transfer of control (a "jump") to another statement. The jumped-to

statement is specified using some kind of label, which may be an identifier or a line

number depending on the language. At the machine code level a goto is a form of

branch or jump statement.

In some languages, goto functionality may be present without explicit use of the

keyword goto, such as where a break or continue keyword may be followed by an

identifier denoting a label. The SNOBOL programming language supports a form of

statement suffix which causes an unconditional transfer of control after the statement

has finished executing.

While GOTO statements are found in most high-level languages, there are a few high-

level languages that do not support them. For instance, Java (where goto is a reserved

word but does not presently serve any function).

The GOTO statement has been the target of much continued criticism and debate,

with the primary negative claim being that use of GOTO results in unreadable and

generally unmaintainable "spaghetti code". As structured programming became more

popular in the 1960s and 1970s, many computer scientists came to the conclusion that

programs should always use so-called 'structured' flow-control commands such as

loops and if-then-else statements in place of GOTO. Even today some programming

style coding standards forbid the use of GOTO statements using similar rationales. In

defense of GOTO statements, others have noted that the restrained use of GOTO does

not necessarily lead to poor quality code, and also argue that there are some tasks that
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cannot be straightforwardly accomplished in many programming languages without

the use of one or more GOTO statements, such as implementing finite state machines,

breaking out of nested loops and exception handling.

Probably the most famous criticism of GOTO is a 1968 letter by Edsger Dijkstra

called Go To Statement Considered Harmful. In that letter Dijkstra argued that

unrestricted GOTO statements should be abolished from higher-level languages

because they complicated the task of analyzing and verifying the correctness of

programs (particularly those involving loops). An alternative viewpoint is presented

in Donald Knuth's Structured Programming with go to Statementswhich analyzes

many common programming tasks and finds that in some of them GOTO is the

optimal language construct to use.

This criticism had an effect on the design of some programming languages. Although

the designers of the Ada language in the late 1970s were aware of the criticisms of

GOTO, the statement was still included in the language, mainly to support

automatically generated code where the goto might prove indispensable. However, the

labels used as the destination of a goto statement take the unusual form of an

identifier enclosed in double angle brackets (e.g.<< Start_Again>>) and this syntax is

not used anywhere else in the language. This makes it easy to check a program for the

existence of goto destinations.

1.5 Assertion

In computer programming, an assertion is a predicate (i.e., a truefalse statement)

placed in a program to indicate that the developer thinks that the predicate is always

true at that place.

Assertions can be a form of documentation: they can describe the state the code

expects to find before it runs (its preconditions), and the state the code expects to

result in when it is finished running (postconditions); they can also specify invariants

of a class. In Eiffel, such assertions are integrated into the language and are

automatically extracted to document the class. This forms an important part of the

method of design by contract.
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This approach is also useful in languages that do not explicitly support it: the

advantage of using assertion statements rather than assertions in comments is that

assertions can be checked every time the program is run; if the assertion no longer

holds, an error can be reported. This prevents the code from getting out of sync with

the assertions (a problem that can occur with comments).

In Java, % is the remainder operator (not modulus) if its first operand is negative, the

result can also be negative. Here, the programmer has assumed that total is non-

negative, so that the remainder of a division with 2 will always be 0 or 1. The

assertion makes this assumption explicit if countNumberOfUsers does return a

negative value, it is likely a bug in the program.

A major advantage of this technique is that when an error does occur it is detected

immediately and directly, rather than later through its often obscure side-effects.

Since an assertion failure usually reports the code location, one can often pin-point the

error without further debugging.

Assertions are also sometimes placed at points the execution is not supposed to reach.

For example, assertions could be placed at the default clause of the switch statement

in languages such as C, C++, and Java. Cases that are intentionally not handled by the

programmer will raise an error and abort the program rather than silently continuing

in an erroneous state.

In Java, assertions have been a part of the language since version 1.4. Assertion

failures result in raising an AssertionError when the program is run with the

appropriate flags, without which the assert statements are ignored. In C, they are

added on by the standard header assert.h defining assert (assertion) as a macro that

signals an error in the case of failure, usually terminating the program. In standard

C++ the header cassert is required instead. However, some C++ libraries still have the

assert.h available.
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2. Compound statements

2.1 Statement block

In computer programming, a statement block (or code block) is a section of code

which is grouped together, much like a paragraph; such blocks consist of one, or

more, statements. Statement blocks help make code more readable by breaking up

programs into logical work units.

In C, C++, Java and some other languages, statement blocks are enclosed by curly

braces {}. In Algol, Pascal, Ada, and some other languages, they are denoted by

"begin" and "end" statements. In Python they are indicated by indentation (the Off-

side rule). Unlike paragraphs, statement blocks can be nested; that is, with one block

inside another. Blocks often define the scope of the identifiers used within.

Blocks become more independent when they can have their own variables, i.e. if

identifiers defined inside a block cannot be referred to from outside that block.

Languages without lexical scoping such as Javascript and Pico cannot support this in

principle, but many languages with lexical scoping still don't support it for nested

blocks (e.g., some dialects of C, C#), while others do (e.g. Algol 68, other dialects of

C, VB.NET).

In C++, blocks can be used to define object lifetime (creation and destruction). In

languages such as Smalltalk, blocks are objects in their own right, extended with a

reference to their environment of definition, i.e. closures.

2.2 Conditional

In computer science, conditional statements, conditional expressions and conditional

constructs are features of a programming language which perform different

computations or actions depending on whether a programmer-specified condition

evaluates to true or false (see boolean datatype). Apart from the case of branch

predication, this is always achieved by selectively altering the control flow based on

some condition.
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In imperative programming languages, the term "conditional statement" is usually

used, whereas in functional programming, the terms "conditional expression" or

"conditional construct" are preferred, because these terms all have distinct meanings.

Although dynamic dispatch is not usually classified as a conditional construct, it is

another way to select between alternatives at runtime.

When an interpreter finds an If, it expects a boolean condition - for example, x > 0,

which means "the variable x contains a number that is greater than zero" - and

evaluates that condition. If the condition is true, the statement block following the

Then is executed. Otherwise, the execution continues in the following block - either in

the Else block (which is usually optional), or if there is no Else block, then after the

End If.

After either the block after the Then or the block after the Else has been executed,

control returns to the point after the End If.

In early programming languages - and in particular, in some dialects of BASIC in the

1980s - an if-then statement could only contain GOTO statements. This led to a hard-

to-read style of programming known as spaghetti programming. As a result,

structured programming, which allowed (virtually) arbitrary statements to be put in

statement blocks inside an if statement, gained in popularity, until it became the norm.

Many languages support if expressions, which are similar to if statements, but return a

value as a result. Thus, they are true expressions (which evaluate to a value), not

statements (which just perform an action).

2.3 Switch statement

In computer programming, a switch statement is a type of control statement that exists

in most modern imperative programming languages (e.g., Pascal, C, C++, C#, and

Java). Its purpose is to allow the value of a variable or expression to control the flow

of program execution. In some other programming languages, a statement that is

syntactically different but conceptually the same as the switch statement is known as a

case statement or a select statement.
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In most languages, a switch statement is defined across many individual statements. A

typical syntax is that the first line contains the actual word "switch" followed by either

the name of a variable or some other expression allowed by the language's syntax.

This variable or expression is usually referred to as the "control variable" of the

switch statement. After this line, following lines define one or more blocks of code

that represent possible branches that program execution may take.

Each block begins with a line containing the case keyword followed by a value that

the control variable may have. If the value of the control variable matches this value,

program execution will jump to that block of code. If not, the value specified in the

next block (if present) is examined and the process repeats.

An optional special block is also allowed, which does not specify any value and

which begins with the default keyword instead of the case keyword. If this block is

present and if none of the values listed for any other block matches that of the control

variable, program execution will jump to the statement following the default keyword.

The method of terminating a block is also of note. Typically, a break keyword is used

to signal the end of the block. When encountered, this keyword causes program

execution to continue with the first statement after the series of statements within the

switch statement, thus completing execution of the switch statement. If no break

keyword is present at the end of the block, in many languages program execution

"falls through" to the code associated with the next block in the switch statement, as if

its value also matched the value of the control variable. Notable exceptions include

C#, in which fallthrough is not permitted unless the block is empty and all blocks

must be terminated via a break, or by using another keyword. Similarly, almost all

BASIC dialects that feature this type of statement do not allow fallthrough.

One alternative to a switch statement can be the use of a lookup table which contains

as keys the case values and as values the part under the case statement. In some

languages, only actual data types are allowed as values in the lookup table. In other

languages, it is also possible to assign functions as lookup table values, gaining the

same flexibility as a real switch statement (this is one way to implement switch

statements in Lua which has no built-in switch ).
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In some cases, lookup tables are more efficient than switch statements as many

languages can optimize the table lookup whereas switch statements are often not

optimized that much[citation needed]. A non-optimized, non-binary search lookup

however will almost certainly be slower than either a non-optimized switch (or the

equivalent multiple if-else statements).

Another "alternative" to switch statements is the extensive use of polymorphism.

2.4 While loop

In most computer programming languages, a while loop is a control flow statement

that allows code to be executed repeatedly based on a given boolean condition. The

while loop can be thought of as a repeating if statement. The while construct consists

of a block of code and a condition. The condition is evaluated, and if the condition is

true, the code within the block is executed. This repeats until the condition becomes

false. Because while loops check the condition before the block is executed, the

control structure is often also known as a pre-test loop. Compare with the do while

loop, which tests the condition after the loop has executed. For example, in the C

programming language (as well as Java and C++, which use the same syntax in this

case), the code fragment

2.5 Do while loop

In most computer programming languages, a do while loop, sometimes just called a

do loop, is a control flow statement that allows code to be executed repeatedly based

on a given Boolean condition. Note though that unlike most languages, Fortran's do

loop is actually analogous to the for loop.

The do while construct consists of a block of code and a condition. First, the code

within the block is executed, and then the condition is evaluated. If the condition is

true the code within the block is executed again. This repeats until the condition

becomes false. Because do while loops check the condition after the block is

executed, the control structure is often also known as a post-test loop. Contrast with

the while loop, which tests the condition before the code within the block is executed.
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It is possible, and in some cases desirable, for the condition to always evaluate to true,

creating an infinite loop. When such a loop is created intentionally, there is usually

another control structure (such as a break statement) that allows termination of the

loop.

Some languages may use a different naming convention for this type of loop. For

example, the Pascal language has a "repeat until" loop, which continues to run until

the control expression is true (and then terminates) whereas a "do-while" loop runs

while the control expression is true (and terminates once the expression becomes

false).

2.6 For loop

In computer science a for loop is a programming language statement which allows

code to be repeatedly executed. A for loop is classified as an iteration statement.

Unlike many other kinds of loops, such as the while loop, the for loop is often

distinguished by an explicit loop counter or loop variable. This allows the body of the

for loop (the code that is being repeatedly executed) to know about the sequencing of

each iteration. For loops are also typically used when the number of iterations is

known before entering the loop.

The name for loop comes from the English word for, which is used as the keyword in

most programming languages to introduce a for loop.

The loop body is executed "for" the given values of the loop variable, though this is

more explicit in the ALGOL version of the statement, in which a list of possible

values and/or increments can be specified. In FORTRAN and PL/I though, the

keyword DO is used and it is called a do loop, but it is otherwise identical to the for

loop described here.
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Topic : Loops

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Kinds of Loops

 Additional semantics and constructs

 Distinguishing iterator-based and numeric for loops

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computer science a for loop is a programming language statement which

allows code to be repeatedly executed. A for loop is classified as an iteration statement.

Unlike many other kinds of loops, such as the while loop, the for loop is often distinguished

by an explicit loop counter or loop variable. This allows the body of the for loop (the code

that is being repeatedly executed) to know about the sequencing of each iteration. For loops

are also typically used when the number of iterations is known before entering the loop. The

name for loop comes from the English word for, which is used as the keyword in most

programming languages to introduce a for loop. The loop body is executed "for" the given

values of the loop variable, though this is more explicit in the ALGOL version of the

statement, in which a list of possible values and/or increments can be specified. In

FORTRAN and PL/I though, the keyword DO is used and it is called a do loop, but it is

otherwise identical to the for loop described here.

Key Points:

1. Kinds of for loops

A for loop statement is available in most imperative programming languages. Even ignoring

minor differences in syntax there are many differences in how these statements work and the

level of expressiveness they support. Generally, for loops fall into one of the following

categories:
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1.1 Numeric ranges

This type of for loop is characterized by counting; enumerating each of the values

within a numeric integer range, or arithmetic progression. The range is often specified

by a beginning and ending number, and sometimes may include a step value (allowing

one to count by two's or to count backwards for instance).

The loop variable I will take on the values 1, 2, ..., 9, 10 through each of the ten

iterations of the loop's body, which will be executed in that order. Each computer

language and even different dialects of the same language (e.g. BASIC) has its own

syntax keywords and means of specifying the start stop and step values. A rarely-

available generalisation allows the start stop and step values to be specified as items

in a list, not just a single arithmetic sequence. Where each item in the list might itself

be an arithmetic sequence. An ordinary for loop is thus an example of a list with only

one element.

1.2 Iterator-based for loops

This type of for loop is a generalization of the numeric range type of for loop; as it

allows for the enumeration of sets of items other than number sequences. It is usually

characterized by the use of an implicit or explicit iterator, in which the loop variable

takes on each of the values in a sequence or other orderable data collection. Where

some_iterable_object is either a data collection that supports implicit iteration, or may

in fact be an iterator itself. Some languages have this in addition to another for-loop

syntax; notably, PHP has this type of loop under the name foreach, as well as a three-

expression for loop (see below) under the name for.

1.3 Compound For loops

Introduced with ALGOL 68 and followed by PL/I, this allows the iteration of a loop

to be compounded with a test, as in: for i:=1:N while A(i) > 0 do etc.

That is, a value is assigned to the loop variable i and only if the while expression is

true will the loop body be executed. If the result were false the for-loop's execution

stops short. Granted that the loop variable's value is defined after the termination of

the loop, then the above statement will find the first non-positive element in array A
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(and if no such, its value will be N+1), or, with suitable variations, the first non-blank

character in a string, and so on.

1.4 Three-expression for loops

This type of for loop is found in nearly all languages which share a common heritage

with the C programming language. It is characterized by a three-parameter loop

control expression; consisting of an initializer, a loop-test, and a counting expression.

The three control expressions, separated by semicolons here, are from left to right the

initializer expression, the loop test expression, and the counting expression. The

initializer is evaluated exactly once right at the beginning. The loop test expression is

evaluated at the beginning of each iteration through the loop, and determines when the

loop should exit. Finally, the counting expression is evaluated at the end of each loop

iteration, and is usually responsible for altering the loop variable.

In most languages which provide this type of for loop, each of the three control loop

expressions is optional. When omitted the loop test expression is taken to always be

true, while the initializer and counting expressions are treated as no-ops when

omitted. The semicolons in the syntax are sufficient to indicate the omission of one of

the expressions.

2. Additional semantics and constructs

2.1 Use as infinite loops

This C-style for loop is commonly the source of an infinite loop since the fundamental

steps of iteration are completely in the control of the programmer. In fact when

infinite loops are intended, this type of for loop is often used with empty expressions.

2.2 Early exit and continuation

Some languages may also provide other supporting statements, which when present

can alter how the for loop iteration proceeds. Common among these are the break and

continue statements found in C and its derivatives. The break statement causes the

inner-most loop to be terminated immediately when executed. The continue statement
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will move at once to the next iteration without further progress through the loop body

for the current iteration. Other languages may have similar statements or otherwise

provide means to alter the for loop progress.

Unfortunately, the clear lead given by BASIC has not been followed and so the END

DO does not identify the loop variable it is thought to belong with, and worse, nor do

the CYCLE and EXIT statements. This becomes much more important when many

and nested loops are involved. The EXIT could even be taken to mean exit the

procedure instead of exit the loop: phrases such as NEXT I and possibly, DONEXT I

and DOQUIT I or similar explicit indications would help make blunders more

apparent. A partial solution is offered through a syntax extension (in Fortran and PL/I

for example) whereby a label is associated with the DO statement and the same label

text is appended to the end marker, such as x:DO I = 1,N and END DO x in the

example, whereupon CYCLE x and EXIT x could be used. However, working

directly against the objective, the text of the label x is not allowed to be the name of

the loop variable, so "I" would not be allowed (though "II" would be), and, if there is

a second such loop later in the routine, different label texts would have to be chosen.

2.3 Loop variable scope and semantics

Different languages specify different rules for what value the loop variable will hold

on termination of its loop, and indeed some hold that it "becomes undefined". This

permits a compiler to generate code that leaves any value in the loop variable, or

perhaps even leaves it unchanged because the loop value was held in a register and

never stored to memory.

In some languages (not C or C++) the loop variable is immutable within the scope of

the loop body, with any attempt to modify its value being regarded as a semantic

error. Such modifications are sometimes a consequence of a programmer error, which

can be very difficult to identify once made. However only overt changes are likely to

be detected by the compiler. Situations where the address of the loop variable is

passed as an argument to a subroutine make it very difficult to check, because the

routine's behaviour is in general unknowable to the compiler.
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Still another possibility is that the code generated may employ an auxiliary variable as

the loop variable, possibly held in a machine register, whose value may or may not be

copied to I on each iteration. In this case, modifications of I would not affect the

control of the loop, but now a disjunction is possible: within the loop, references to

the value of I might be to the (possibly altered) current value of I or to the auxiliary

variable (held safe from improper modification) and confusing results are guaranteed.

For instance, within the loop a reference to element I of an array would likely employ

the auxiliary variable (especially if it were held in a machine register), but if I is a

parameter to some routine (for instance, a print-statement to reveal its value), it would

likely be a reference to the proper variable I instead. It is best to avoid such

possibilities.

3. Distinguishing iterator-based and numeric for loops

A language may offer both an iterator-based for loop and a numeric-based for loop in of

course their own syntax. It may appear that a numeric-based loop may always be replaced by

an appropriate iterator-based loop, but differences can arise. Suppose an array A has elements

1 to N and the language does not offer a simple assignment statement A:=3*A; so that some

sort of for-loop must be devised.

Which are clearly equivalent, indeed the differences seem mere syntax trivia, but, the

semantics are different. The forall version is to be regarded as a mass assignment where

notionally, all the right-hand side results are evaluated and left-hand side recipients are

located, then the assignments are done. The code the compiler devises to effect this is

unstated, but the idea is that no item on the left-hand side is changed before all items on the

right-hand side are evaluated; every element is assigned to once only.

Now suppose that the requirement is that each element of A is to be the average of itself and

its two neighbours, and for simplicity, suppose that the first and last elements are to be

unchanged.

In this case, the results will be different: because the for loop is executed as successive

iterations, element A(i-1) will hold the value that had just been calculated by the previous

iteration, not the original value, while in the forall version, it would not yet have been

changed. Provided of course that the compiler's implementation of the forall construct does in
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fact uphold that interpretation. This difference may or may not be important. If not,

whichever runs fastest could be chosen. But the difference can be vital, as in certain stages of

the LU decomposition algorithm for just one example.

More complex for loops (especially with conditional branching) will introduce further

difficulties unlikely to be accommodated by the syntax of the forall statement. Rather than

trying to convert a for statement into a forall statement, the task should be recast in terms of

the assignment of one data structure (such as an array) to another of the same type, avoiding

complex conditions.

These statements will typically implicitly increment the counter of a for loop, but not the

equivalent while loop (since in the latter case the counter is not an integral part of the loop

construct). Any translation will have to place all such statements within a block that

increments the explicit counter before running the statement.

Topic : Functions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Kinds of functions

 Isolation levels

 Some recommended usages

 Virtual inheritance

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In object-oriented programming, the term function refers to a subroutine that is

exclusively associated either with a class (called class functions or static functions) or with an

object (called instance functions). Like a procedure in procedural programming languages, a

function usually consists of a sequence of statements to perform an action, a set of input

parameters to customize those actions, and possibly an output value (called return value) of
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some kind. Functions can provide a mechanism for accessing (for both reading and writing)

the encapsulated data stored in an object or a class.

Key Points:

1. Kinds of functions

As stated above, instance functions are associated with a particular object, while class or

static functions are instead associated with a class. In all typical implementations, instance

functions are passed a hidden Reference (computer science) (e.g. this, self or Me) to the

object (whether a class or class instance) they belong to, so that they can access the data

associated with it. For class/static functions this may or may not happen according to the

language; A typical example of a class function would be one that keeps count of the number

of created objects within a given class.

An abstract function is a dummy code function which has no implementation. It is often used

as a placeholder to be overridden later by a subclass of or an object prototyped from the one

that implements the abstract function. In this way, abstract functions help to partially specify

a framework.

An accessor function is a function that is usually small, simple and provides the means for the

state of an object to be accessed from other parts of a program. Although it introduces a new

dependency, use of the functions are preferred to directly accessing state data because they

provide an abstraction layer. For example, if a bank-account class provides a getBalance()

accessor function to retrieve the current balance (rather than directly accessing the balance

data fields), then later revisions of the same code can implement a more complex mechanism

balance retrieval (say, a database fetch) without the dependent code needing to be changed. A

function that changes the state of an object is no longer called an accessor function, but rather

an update function, a modifier function, or a mutator function. Objects that provide such

functions are considered mutable objects.

Many languages support functions that are called automatically upon the creation of an

instance of a class, known as a Constructors. Some languages have a special syntax for

constructors. In Java, C++, C#, ActionScript, and PHP they have the same name as the class

of which they are a member (PHP 5 also allows __construct as a constructor); in Visual Basic
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.NET the constructor is called New. Object Pascal constructors are signified by the keyword

constructor and can have user-defined names (but are mostly called Create). Under

Objective-C the constructor function is split between two functions, alloc and init, with the

alloc function setting aside memory for an instance of the class and the init function handling

the bulk of initializing the instance; a call to the new function invokes both the alloc and the

init function for the class instance.

Likewise, some languages have special Destructor functions, i.e. instance functions that are

called automatically upon the destruction of an instance of a class. In C++, they are

distinguished by having the same name as the class of the object they're associated with, but

with the addition of a tilde (~) in front (or __destruct in PHP 5). In Object Pascal destructors

have the keyword destructor and can have user-defined names (but are mostly called

Destroy). Under Objective-C the destructor function is named dealloc.

2. Isolation levels

Whereas a C programmer might push a value onto a stack data-structure by calling:

stackPush(&myStack, value);

a C++ programmer would write:

myStack.push(value);

The difference is the required level of isolation. In C, the stackPush procedure could be in the

same source file as the rest of the program and if it was, any other pieces of the program in

that source file could see and modify all of the low level details of how the stack was

implemented, completely bypassing the intended interface. In C++, regardless of where the

class is placed, only the functions which are part of myStack will be able to get access to

those low-level details without going through the formal interface functions. Languages such

as C can provide comparable levels of protection by using different source files and not

providing external linkage to the private parts of the stack implementation.

3. Some recommended usages

A public function should preserve the class invariants of the object it is associated with, and

should always assume that they are valid when it commences execution (private functions do
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not necessarily need to follow this recommendation). To this effect, preconditions are used to

constrain the function's parameters, and postconditions to constrain function's output, if it has

one. If any one of either the preconditions or postconditions is not met, a function may raise

an exception. If the object's state does not satisfy its class invariants on entry to or exit from

any function, the program is considered to have a bug.

The difference between a procedure and a function is that the latter, being associated with a

particular object, may access or modify the data private to that object in a way consistent with

the intended behavior of the object. Consequently, rather than thinking "a function is just a

sequence of commands", a programmer using an object-oriented language will consider a

function to be "an object's way of providing a service" (its "function of doing the job", hence

the name); a function call is thus considered to be a request to an object to perform some task.

Consequently, function calls are often modeled as a means of passing a message to an object.

Rather than directly performing an operation on an object, a message (most of the time

accompanied by parameters) is sent to the object telling it what it should do. The object either

complies or raises an exception describing why it cannot do so. Applied to our stack example,

rather than pushing a value onto the stack, a value is sent to the stack, along with the message

"push".

4. Virtual inheritance

In the C++ programming language, virtual inheritance is a kind of inheritance that solves

some of the problems caused by multiple inheritance (particularly the "diamond problem") by

clarifying ambiguity over which ancestor class members to use. It is used when inheritance is

representing restrictions of a set rather than composition of parts. A multiply-inherited base

class is denoted as virtual with the virtual keyword.

Now the Animal portion of Bat::WingedAnimal is the same Animal as the one used by

Bat::Mammal, which is to say that a Bat has only one Animal in its representation and so a

call to Bat::eat() is unambiguous.

This is implemented by providing Mammal and WingedAnimal with a vtable pointer since,

e.g., the memory offset between the beginning of a Mammal and of its Animal part is

unknown until runtime. Thus Bat becomes
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(vtable*,Mammal,vtable*,WingedAnimal,Bat,Animal). Two vtable pointers per object, so the

object size increased by two pointers, but now there is only one Animal and no ambiguity.

There are two vtables pointers: one per inheritance hierarchy that virtually inherits Animal:

One for Mammal and one for WingedAnimal. All objects of type Bat will have the same

vtable *'s, but each Bat object will contain its own unique Animal object. If another class

inherits Mammal, such as Squirrel, then the vtable* in the Mammal object in a Squirrel will

be different from the vtable* in the Mammal object in a Bat, although they can still be

essentially the same in the special case that the squirrel part of the object has the same size as

the Bat part, because then the distance from the Mammal to the Animal part is the same. The

vtables are not really the same, but all essential information in them (the distance) is.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Arrays

Pointers And C-Strings

Recursion

Topic : Arrays

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Arrays

 Properties of Arrays

 Applications of Arrays

 Indexing of Arrays

 Multi-dimensional arrays
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computer science, an array is a data structure consisting of a group of elements

that are accessed by indexing. In most programming languages each element has the same

data type and the array occupies a contiguous area of storage.

Key Points:

1. Arrays

Most programming languages have a built-in array data type, although what is called an array

in the language documentation is sometimes really an associative array. Conversely, the

contiguous storage kind of array discussed here may alternatively be called a vector, list, or

table.

Some programming languages support array programming (e.g., APL, newer versions of

Fortran) which generalises operations and functions to work transparently over arrays as they

do with scalars, instead of requiring looping over array members.

Multi-dimensional arrays are accessed using more than one index: one for each dimension.

Multidimensional indexing reduced to a lesser number of dimensions, for example, a two-

dimensional array with consisting of 6 and 5 elements respectively could be represented

using a one-dimensional array of 30 elements.

Arrays can be classified as fixed-sized arrays (sometimes known as static arrays) whose size

cannot change once their storage has been allocated, or dynamic arrays, which can be resized.

2. Properties

Arrays permit constant time (O(1)) random access to individual elements, which is optimal,

but moving elements requires time proportional to the number of elements moved. On actual

hardware, the presence of e.g. caches can make sequential iteration over an array noticeably

faster than random access a consequence of arrays having good locality of reference because

their elements occupy contiguous memory locations but this does not change the asymptotic

complexity of access. Likewise, there are often facilities (such as memcpy) which can be
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used to move contiguous blocks of array elements faster than one can do through individual

element access, but that does not change the asymptotic complexity either.

Memory-wise, arrays are compact data structures with no per-element overhead. There may

be a per-array overhead, e.g. to store index bounds, but this is language-dependent. It can also

happen that elements stored in an array require less memory than the same elements stored in

individual variables, because several array elements can be stored in a single word; such

arrays are often called packed arrays.

2.1 Properties in comparison

Dynamic arrays have similar characteristics to arrays, but can grow. The price for this

is a memory overhead, due to elements being allocated but not used. With a constant

per-element bound on the memory overhead, dynamic arrays can grow in constant

amortized time per element.

Associative arrays provide a mechanism for array-like functionality without huge

storage overheads when the index values are sparse. Specialized associative arrays

with integer keys include Patricia tries and Judy arrays.

Balanced trees require O(log n) time for index access, but also permit inserting or

deleting elements in Θ(log n) time. Arrays require O(n) time for insertion and deletion

of elements.

3. Applications

Arrays are used to implement mathematical vectors and matrices, as well as other kinds of

rectangular tables. In early programming languages, these were often the applications that

motivated having arrays. Because of their performance characteristics, arrays are used to

implement other data structures, such as heaps, hash tables, deques, queues, stacks, strings,

and VLists.

One or more large arrays are sometimes used to emulate in-program dynamic memory

allocation, particularly memory pool allocation. Historically, this has sometimes been the

only way to allocate "dynamic memory" portably. Array accesses with statically predictable

access patterns are a major source of data parallelism. Some algorithms store a variable
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number of elements in part of a fixed-size array, which is equivalent to using dynamic array

with a fixed capacity; the so-called Pascal strings are examples of this.

4. Indexing

The valid index values of each dimension of an array are a bounded set of integers (or values

of some enumerated type). Programming environments that check indexes for validity are

said to perform bounds checking.

4.1 Index of the first element

The index of the first element (sometimes called the "origin") varies by language.

There are three main implementations: zero-based, one-based, and n-based arrays, for

which the first element has an index of zero, one, or a programmer-specified value.

The zero-based array is more natural in the root machine language and was

popularized by the C programming language, where the abstraction of array is very

weak, and an index n of a one-dimensional array is simply the offset of the element

accessed from the address of the first (or "zeroth") element (scaled by the size of the

element). One-based arrays are based on traditional mathematics notation for matrices

and most, but not all, mathematical sequences. n-based is made available so the

programmer is free to choose the lower bound, which may even be negative, which is

most naturally suited for the problem at hand. The Comparison of programming

languages (array), indicates the base index used by various languages.

Supporters of zero-based indexing sometimes criticize one-based and n-based arrays

for being slower. Often this criticism is mistaken when one-based or n-based array

accesses are optimized with common subexpression elimination (for single

dimensioned arrays) and/or with well-defined dope vectors (for multi-dimensioned

arrays). However, in multidimensional arrays where the net offset into linear memory

is computed from all of the indices, zero-based indexing is more natural, simpler, and

faster. Edsger W. Dijkstra expressed an opinion in this debate: Why numbering

should start at zero.
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The 0-based/1-based debate is not limited to just programming languages. For

example, the ground-floor of a building is elevator button "0" in France, but elevator

button "1" in the USA.

4.2 Index of the last element

The relation between numbers appearing in an array declaration and the index of that

array's last element also varies by language. In some languages (e.g. C) the number of

elements contained in the arrays must be specified, whereas in others (e.g. Visual

Basic .NET) the numeric value of the index of the last element must be specified.

4.3 Indexing methods

When an array is implemented as continuous storage, the index-based access, e.g. to

element n, is simply done (for zero-based indexing) by using the address of the first

element and adding n sizeof(one element). So this is a Θ(1) operation.

5. Multi-dimensional arrays

Ordinary arrays are indexed by a single integer. Also useful, particularly in numerical and

graphics applications, is the concept of a multi-dimensional array, in which we index into the

array using an ordered list of integers, such as in a. The number of integers in the list used to

index into the multi-dimensional array is always the same and is referred to as the array's

dimensionality, and the bounds on each of these are called the array's dimensions. An array

with dimensionality k is often called k-dimensional. One-dimensional arrays correspond to

the simple arrays discussed thus far; two-dimensional arrays are a particularly common

representation for matrices. In practice, the dimensionality of an array rarely exceeds three.

Mapping a one-dimensional array into memory is obvious, since memory is logically itself a

(very large) one-dimensional array. When we reach higher-dimensional arrays, however, the

problem is no longer obvious. It is most common to index this array using the RC-

convention, where elements are referred in row, columnfashion or , such as:

Common ways to index into multi-dimensional arrays include:
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Row-major order. Used most notably by statically-declared arrays in C. The elements of each

row are stored in order.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Column-major order. Used most notably in FORTRAN. The elements of each column are

stored in order.

1 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9

Arrays of arrays. Multi-dimensional arrays are typically represented by one-dimensional

arrays of references (Iliffe vectors) to other one-dimensional arrays. The subarrays can be

either the rows or columns.

The first two forms are more compact and have potentially better locality of reference, but are

also more limiting; the arrays must be rectangular, meaning that no row can contain more

elements than any other. Arrays of arrays, on the other hand, allow the creation of ragged

arrays, also called jagged arrays, in which the valid range of one index depends on the value

of another, or in this case, simply that different rows can be different sizes. Arrays of arrays

are also of value in programming languages that only supply one-dimensional arrays as

primitives.

In many applications, such as numerical applications working with matrices, we iterate over

rectangular two-dimensional arrays in predictable ways. For example, computing an element

of the matrix product AB involves iterating over a row of A and a column of B

simultaneously. In mapping the individual array indexes into memory, we wish to exploit

locality of reference as much as we can. A compiler can sometimes automatically choose the

layout for an array so that sequentially accessed elements are stored sequentially in memory;

in our example, it might choose row-major order for A, and column-major order for B. Even

more exotic orderings can be used, for example if we iterate over the main diagonal of a

matrix.

Row-major order. Used most notably by statically-declared arrays in C. The elements of each

row are stored in order.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Column-major order. Used most notably in FORTRAN. The elements of each column are

stored in order.

1 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9

Arrays of arrays. Multi-dimensional arrays are typically represented by one-dimensional

arrays of references (Iliffe vectors) to other one-dimensional arrays. The subarrays can be

either the rows or columns.

The first two forms are more compact and have potentially better locality of reference, but are

also more limiting; the arrays must be rectangular, meaning that no row can contain more

elements than any other. Arrays of arrays, on the other hand, allow the creation of ragged

arrays, also called jagged arrays, in which the valid range of one index depends on the value

of another, or in this case, simply that different rows can be different sizes. Arrays of arrays

are also of value in programming languages that only supply one-dimensional arrays as

primitives.

In many applications, such as numerical applications working with matrices, we iterate over

rectangular two-dimensional arrays in predictable ways. For example, computing an element

of the matrix product AB involves iterating over a row of A and a column of B

simultaneously. In mapping the individual array indexes into memory, we wish to exploit

locality of reference as much as we can. A compiler can sometimes automatically choose the

layout for an array so that sequentially accessed elements are stored sequentially in memory;

in our example, it might choose row-major order for A, and column-major order for B. Even

more exotic orderings can be used, for example if we iterate over the main diagonal of a

matrix.

Row-major order. Used most notably by statically-declared arrays in C. The elements of each

row are stored in order.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Column-major order. Used most notably in FORTRAN. The elements of each column are

stored in order.

1 4 7 2 5 8 3 6 9

Arrays of arrays. Multi-dimensional arrays are typically represented by one-dimensional

arrays of references (Iliffe vectors) to other one-dimensional arrays. The subarrays can be

either the rows or columns.

The first two forms are more compact and have potentially better locality of reference, but are

also more limiting; the arrays must be rectangular, meaning that no row can contain more

elements than any other. Arrays of arrays, on the other hand, allow the creation of ragged

arrays, also called jagged arrays, in which the valid range of one index depends on the value

of another, or in this case, simply that different rows can be different sizes. Arrays of arrays

are also of value in programming languages that only supply one-dimensional arrays as

primitives.

In many applications, such as numerical applications working with matrices, we iterate over

rectangular two-dimensional arrays in predictable ways. For example, computing an element

of the matrix product AB involves iterating over a row of A and a column of B

simultaneously. In mapping the individual array indexes into memory, we wish to exploit

locality of reference as much as we can. A compiler can sometimes automatically choose the

layout for an array so that sequentially accessed elements are stored sequentially in memory;

in our example, it might choose row-major order for A, and column-major order for B. Even

more exotic orderings can be used, for example if we iterate over the main diagonal of a

matrix.
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Topic : Pointers And C-Strings

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Strings

 C String header

 Security Problems

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computing, a C string is a character sequence stored as a one-dimensional

character array and terminated with a null character ('\0', called NUL in ASCII). The name

refers to the ubiquitous C programming language which uses this string representation.

Alternative names are ASCIIZ and Null-terminated string.

Key Points:

1. Strings

In C programs, strings are usually handled with string pointers, which hold the memory

location of the first character of the string. The length of the string is not stored, and is instead

calculated using strlen, which counts the number of characters, starting at the pointer's

memory location, before a null character is reached.

In the C++ programming language, C strings are used in addition to another representation of

character sequences, the std::string container found in the Standard Template Library (STL).

The Microsoft Foundation Class Library (MFC) provides its own string class for C++, called

a CString, which internally represents the string as a C string, but does not require the

programmer to handle memory allocation issues.

The null-termination characteristic has historically created security problems related to the

length of the string. If the null character is not correctly accounted for, any following non-

related memory area may also be processed as a part of the character sequence. This can lead
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to program crashes or leakage of program internal information to attackers or non-

understanding users. It may also cause a buffer overflow.

2. C String header

The C standard library named string.h (<cstring> header in C++) is used to work with C

strings. Confusion or programming errors arise when strings are treated as simple data types.

Specific functions have to be employed for comparison and assignment such as strcpy for

assignment instead of the standard = and strncmp instead of == for comparison.

3. Security Problems

Many current computer systems have only limited security precautions in place. This

computer insecurity article describes the current battlefield of computer security exploits and

defenses. Please see the computer security article for an alternative approach, based on

security engineering principles.

Many current real-world computer security efforts focus on external threats, and generally

treat the computer system itself as a trusted system. Some knowledgeable observers consider

this to be a disastrous mistake, and point out that this distinction is the cause of much of the

insecurity of current computer systems once an attacker has subverted one part of a system

without fine-grained security, he or she usually has access to most or all of the features of that

system. Because computer systems can be very complex, and cannot be guaranteed to be free

of defects, this security stance tends to produce insecure systems.

Serious financial damage has been caused by computer security breaches, but reliably

estimating costs is quite difficult. Figures in the billions of dollars have been quoted in

relation to the damage caused by malware such as computer worms like the Code Red worm,

but such estimates may be exaggerated. However, other losses, such as those caused by the

compromise of credit card information, can be more easily determined, and they have been

substantial, as measured by millions of individual victims of identity theft each year in each

of several nations, and the severe hardship imposed on each victim, that can wipe out all of

their finances, prevent them from getting a job, plus be treated as if they were the criminal.

Volumes of victims of phishing and other scams may not be known.
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There are many similarities (yet many fundamental differences) between computer and

physical security. Just like real-world security, the motivations for breaches of computer

security vary between attackers, sometimes called hackers or crackers. Some are teenage

thrill-seekers or vandals (the kind often responsible for defacing web sites); similarly, some

web site defacements are done to make political statements. However, some attackers are

highly skilled and motivated with the goal of compromising computers for financial gain or

espionage. An example of the latter is Markus Hess who spied for the KGB and was

ultimately caught because of the efforts of Clifford Stoll, who wrote an amusing and accurate

book, The Cuckoo's Egg, about his experiences. For those seeking to prevent security

breaches, the first step is usually to attempt to identify what might motivate an attack on the

system, how much the continued operation and information security of the system are worth,

and who might be motivated to breach it. The precautions required for a home PC are very

different for those of banks' Internet banking system, and different again for a classified

military network. Other computer security writers suggest that, since an attacker using a

network need know nothing about you or what you have on your computer, attacker

motivation is inherently impossible to determine beyond guessing. If true, blocking all

possible attacks is the only plausible action to take.

Topic : Recursion

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Recursive algorithms

 Recursive programming

 Binary search

 Recursive data structures

 Recursion versus iteration

Definition/Overview:

Definition: Recursion (computer science) is a way of thinking about and solving problems.

In fact, recursion is one of the central ideas of computer science. Solving a problem using
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recursion means the solution depends on solutions to smaller instances of the same problem.

Most high-level computer programming languages support recursion by allowing a function

to call itself within the program text. Imperative languages define looping constructs like

while and for loops that are used to perform repetitive actions. Some functional programming

languages do not define any looping constructs but rely solely on recursion to repeatedly call

code. Computability theory has proven that these recursive only languages are

mathematically equivalent to the imperative languages, meaning they can solve the same

kinds of problems even without the typical control structures like while and for.

Key Points:

1. Recursive algorithms

A common method of simplification is to divide a problem into sub-problems of the same

type. This is known as dialecting. As a computer programming technique, this is called divide

and conquer, and it is key to the design of many important algorithms, as well as a

fundamental part of dynamic programming.

Virtually all programming languages in use today allow the direct specification of recursive

functions and procedures. When such a function is called, the computer (for most languages

on most stack-based architectures) or the language implementation keeps track of the various

instances of the function (on many architectures, by using a call stack, although other

methods may be used). Conversely, every recursive function can be transformed into an

iterative function by using a stack.

Most (but not all) functions and procedures that can be evaluated by a computer can be

expressed in terms of a recursive function (without having to use pure iteration),[citation

needed] in continuation-passing style; conversely any recursive function can be expressed in

terms of (pure) iteration, since recursion in itself is iterative too.[citation needed] In order to

evaluate a function by means of recursion, it has to be defined as a function of itself (e.g. the

factorial n! = n * (n - 1)! , where 0! is defined as 1). Clearly thus, not all function evaluations

lend itself for a recursive approach. In general, all non-infinite functions can be described

recursively directly; infinite functions (e.g. the series for e = 1/1! + 2/2! + 3/3!...) need an

extra 'stopping criterium', e.g. the number of iterations, or the number of significant digits,

because otherwise recursive iteration would result in an endless loop.
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To make a very literal example out of this: If an unknown word is seen in a book, the reader

can make a note of the current page number and put the note on a stack (which is empty so

far). The reader can then look the new word up and, while reading on the subject, may find

yet another unknown word. The page number of this word is also written down and put on

top of the stack. At some point an article is read that does not require any explanation. The

reader then returns to the previous page number and continues reading from there. This is

repeated, sequentially removing the topmost note from the stack. Finally, the reader returns to

the original book. This is a recursive approach.

Some languages designed for logic programming and functional programming provide

recursion as the only means of repetition directly available to the programmer. Such

languages generally make tail recursion as efficient as iteration, letting programmers express

other repetition structures (such as Scheme's map and for) in terms of recursion.

Recursion is deeply embedded in the theory of computation, with the theoretical equivalence

of μ-recursive functions and Turing machines at the foundation of ideas about the

universality of the modern computer.

2. Recursive programming

Creating a recursive procedure essentially requires defining a "base case", and then defining

rules to break down more complex cases into the base case. Key to a recursive procedure is

that with each recursive call, the problem domain must be reduced in such a way that

eventually the base case is arrived at.

Some authors classify recursion as either "generative" or "structural". The distinction is made

based on where the procedure gets the data that it works on. If the data comes from a data

structure like a list, then the procedure is "structurally recursive"; otherwise, it is

"generatively recursive.

3. Binary search

he binary search algorithm is a method of searching an ordered array for a single element by

cutting the array in half with each pass. The trick is to pick a midpoint near the center of the

array, compare the data at that point with the data being searched and then responding to one
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of three possible conditions: the data is found, the data at the midpoint is greater than the data

being searched for, or the data at the midpoint is less than the data being searched for.

Recursion is used in this algorithm because with each pass a new array is created by cutting

the old one in half. The binary search procedure is then called recursively, this time on the

new (and smaller) array. Typically the array's size is adjusted by manipulating a beginning

and ending index. The algorithm exhibits a logarithmic order of growth because it essentially

divides the problem domain in half with each pass.

4. Recursive data structures (structural recursion)

An important application of recursion in computer science is in defining dynamic data

structures such as Lists and Trees. Recursive data structures can dynamically grow to a

theoretically infinite size in response to runtime requirements; in contrast, a static array's size

requirements must be set at compile time.

5. Recursion versus iteration

In the "factorial" example the iterative implementation is likely to be slightly faster in

practice than the recursive one. This is almost definite for the Euclidean Algorithm

implementation. This result is typical, because iterative functions do not pay the "function-

call overhead" as many times as recursive functions, and that overhead is relatively high in

many languages. (Note that an even faster implementation for the factorial function on small

integers is to use a lookup table.)

There are other types of problems whose solutions are inherently recursive, because they

need to keep track of prior state. One example is tree traversal; others include the Ackermann

function and divide-and-conquer algorithms such as Quicksort. All of these algorithms can be

implemented iteratively with the help of a stack, but the need for the stack arguably nullifies

the advantages of the iterative solution.

Another possible reason for choosing an iterative rather than a recursive algorithm is that in

today's programming languages, the stack space available to a thread is often much less than

the space available in the heap, and recursive algorithms tend to require more stack space

than iterative algorithms. However, see the caveat below regarding the special case of tail

recursion.
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In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Objects And Classes

More On Objects And Classes

Inheritance And Polymorphism

Topic : Objects And Classes

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Reasons for using classes

 Instantiation

 Interfaces and methods

 Structure of a class

 Information hiding and encapsulation

 Associations between classes

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In object-oriented programming, a class is a programming language construct that

is used as a blueprint to create objects. This blueprint includes attributes and methods that the

created objects all share. Usually, a class represents a person, place, or thing - it is an

abstraction of a concept within a computer program. Fundamentally, it encapsulates the state

and behavior of that which it conceptually represents. It encapsulates state through data

placeholders called member variables; it encapsulates behavior through reusable code called

methods. More technically, a class is a cohesive package that consists of a particular kind of

metadata. It describes the rules by which objects behave; these objects are referred to as

instances of that class. A class has both an interface and a structure. The interface describes

how the class and its instances can be interacted with via methods, while the structure

describes how the data is partitioned into attributes within an instance. A class may also have

a representation (metaobject) at runtime, which provides runtime support for manipulating
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the class-related metadata. In object-oriented design, a class is the most specific type of an

object in relation to a specific layer. Programming languages that support classes all subtly

differ in their support for various class-related features. Most support various forms of class

inheritance. Many languages also support features providing encapsulation, such as access

specifiers.

Key Points:

1. Reasons for using classes

Classes, when used properly, can accelerate development by reducing redundant code entry,

testing and bug fixing. If a class has been thoroughly tested and is known to be a solid work,

it is typically the case that using or extending the well-tested class will reduce the number of

bugs - as compared to the use of freshly-developed or ad hoc code - in the final output. In

addition, efficient class reuse means that many bugs need be fixed in only one place when

problems are discovered.

Another reason for using classes is to simplify the relationships of interrelated data. Rather

than writing code to repeatedly call a GUI window drawing subroutine on the terminal screen

(as would be typical for structured programming), it is more intuitive to represent the window

as an object and tell it to draw itself as necessary. With classes, GUI items that are similar to

windows (such as dialog boxes) can simply inherit most of their functionality and data

structures from the window class. The programmer then need only add code to the dialog

class that is unique to its operation. Indeed, GUIs are a very common and useful application

of classes, and GUI programming is generally much easier with a good class framework.

2. Instantiation

A class is used to create new instances (objects) by instantiating the class. Instances of a class

share the same set of attributes, yet may differ in what those attributes contain. For example,

a class "Person" would describe the attributes common to all instances of the Person class.

Each person is generally alike, but varies in such attributes as "height" and "weight". The

class would list types of such attributes and also define the actions which a person can

perform: "run", "jump", "sleep", "walk", etc. One of the benefits of programming with classes
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is that all instances of a particular class will follow the defined behavior of the class they

instantiate.

In most languages, the structures as defined by the class determine how the memory used by

its instances will be laid out. This technique is known as the cookie-cutter model. The

alternative to the cookie-cutter model is the model of Python, wherein objects are structured

as associative key-value containers. In such models, objects that are instances of the same

class could contain different instance variables, as state can be dynamically added to the

object. This may resemble prototype-based languages in some ways, but it is not equivalent.

In strictly mathematical branches of computer science the term object is used in a purely

mathematical sense to refer to any thing. While this interpretation is useful in the discussion

of abstract theory, it is not concrete enough to serve as a primitive datatype in the discussion

of more concrete branches (such as programming) that are closer to actual computation and

information processing. Therefore, objects are still conceptual entities, but generally

correspond directly to a contiguous block of computer memory of a specific size at a specific

location. This is because computation and information processing ultimately require a form

of computer memory. Objects in this sense are fundamental primitives needed to accurately

define concepts such as references, variables, and name binding. This is why the rest of this

article will focus on the concrete interpretation of object rather than the abstract one object

oriented programming.

Note that although a block of computer memory can appear contiguous on one level of

abstraction and incontiguous on another, the important thing is that it appears contiguous to

the program that treats it as an object. That is, an object's private implementation details must

not be exposed to clients of the object, and they must be able to change without requiring

changes to client code. In particular, the size of the block of memory that forms the object

must be able to change without changes to client code.

Objects exist only within contexts that are aware of them; a piece of computer memory only

holds an object if a program treats it as such (for example by reserving it for exclusive use by

specific procedures and/or associating a data type with it). Thus, the lifetime of an object is

the time during which it is treated as an object. This is why they are still conceptual entities,

despite their physical presence in computer memory.
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In other words, abstract concepts that do not occupy memory space at runtime are, according

to the definition, not objects; e.g., design patterns exhibited by a set of classes, data types in

statically typed programs.

3. Interfaces and methods

Objects define their interaction with the outside world through the methods that they expose.

A method, or instance method, is a subroutine (function) with a special property that it has

access to data stored in an object (instance). Methods that manipulate the data of the object

and perform tasks are sometimes described as behavior.

Methods form the object's interface with the outside world; the buttons on the front of your

television set, for example, are the interface between you and the electrical wiring on the

other side of its plastic casing. You press the "power" button to toggle the television on and

off. In this example, the television is the instance, each method is represented by a button,

and all the buttons together comprise the interface. In its most common form, an interface is a

specification of a group of related methods without any associated implementation of the

methods.

Every class implements (or realizes) an interface by providing structure (i.e. data and state)

and method implementations (i.e. providing code that specifies how methods work). There is

a distinction between the definition of an interface and the implementation of that interface.

In most languages, this line is usually blurred, because a class declaration both defines and

implements an interface. Some languages, however, provide features that help separate

interface and implementation. For example, an abstract class can define an interface without

providing implementation, and in the Dylan language, class definitions do not even define

interfaces.

Interfaces may also be defined to include a set of auxiliary functions called static methods or

class methods. Static methods, like instance methods, are exclusively associated with the

class. They differ from instance methods in that they do not work with instances of the class;

that is, static methods neither require an instance of the class nor can they access the data of

such an instance. For example, getting the total number of televisions in existence could be a

static method of the television class. This method is clearly associated with the class, yet is
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outside the domain of each individual instance of the class. Another example is a static

method that finds a particular instance out of the set of all television sets.

Languages that support class inheritance also allow classes to inherit interfaces from the

classes that they are derived from. In languages that support access specifiers, the interface of

a class is considered to be the set of public members of the class, including both methods and

attributes (via implicit getter and setter methods); any private members or internal data

structures are not intended to be depended on by client code and thus are not part of the

interface.

The object-oriented programming methodology is designed in such a way that the operations

of any interface of a class are usually chosen to be independent of each other. It results in a

client-server (or layered) design where servers do not depend in any way on the clients. An

interface places no requirements for clients to invoke the operations of one interface in any

particular order. This approach has the benefit that client code can assume that the operations

of an interface are available for use whenever the client holds a valid reference to the object.

4. Structure of a class

Along with having an interface, a class contains a description of structure of data stored in the

instances of the class. The data is partitioned into attributes (or properties, fields, data

members). Going back to the television set example, the myriad attributes, such as size and

whether it supports color, together comprise its structure. A class represents the full

description of a television, including its attributes (structure) and buttons (interface).

The state of an instance's data is stored in some resource, such as memory or a file. The

storage is assumed to be located in a specific location, such that it is possible to access the

instance through references to the identity of the instances. However, the actual storage

location associated with an instance may change with time. In such situations, the identity of

the object does not change. The state is encapsulated and every access to the state occurs

through methods of the class.

A class also describes a set of invariants that are preserved by every method in the class. An

invariant is a constraint on the state of an object that should be satisfied by every object of the

class. The main purpose of the invariants is to establish what objects belong to the class. An
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invariant is what distinguishes data types and classes from each other; that is, a class does not

allow use of all possible values for the state of the object, and instead allows only those

values that are well-defined by the semantics of the intended use of the data type. The set of

supported (public) methods often implicitly establishes an invariant. Some programming

languages support specification of invariants as part of the definition of the class, and enforce

them through the type system. Encapsulation of state is necessary for being able to enforce

the invariants of the class.

Some languages allow an implementation of a class to specify constructor (or initializer) and

destructor (or finalizer) methods that specify how instances of the class are created and

destroyed, respectively. A constructor that takes arguments can be used to create an instance

from passed-in data. The main purpose of a constructor is to establish the invariant of the

class, failing if the invariant isn't valid. The main purpose of a destructor is to destroy the

identity of the instance, invalidating any references in the process. Constructors and

destructors are often used to reserve and release, respectively, resources associated with the

object. In some languages, a destructor can return a value which can then be used to obtain a

public representation (transfer encoding) of an instance of a class and simultaneously destroy

the copy of the instance stored in current thread's memory.

A class may also contain static attributes or class attributes, which contain data that are

specific to the class yet are common to all instances of the class. If the class itself is treated as

an instance of a hypothetical metaclass, static attributes and static methods would be instance

attributes and instance methods of that metaclass.

4.1 Run-time representation of classes

As a data type, a class is usually considered as a compile-time construct. A language

may also support prototype or factory metaobjects that represent run-time information

about classes, or even represent metadata that provides access to reflection facilities

and ability to manipulate data structure formats at run-time. Many languages

distinguish this kind of run-time type information about classes from a class on the

basis that the information is not needed at run-time. Some dynamic languages do not
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make strict distinctions between run-time and compile-time constructs, and therefore

may not distinguish between metaobjects and classes.

For example: if Human is a metaobject representing the class Person, then instances

of class Person can be created by using the facilities of the Human metaobject.

5. Information hiding and encapsulation

Many languages support the concept of information hiding and encapsulation, typically with

access specifiers for class members. Access specifiers specify constraints on who can access

which class members. Some access specifiers may also control how classes inherit such

constraints. Their primary purpose is to separate the interface of a class with its

implementation.

A common usage of access specifiers is to separate the internal data structures of a class from

its interface; that is, the internal data structures are private. Public accessor methods can be

used to inspect or alter such private data. The various object-oriented programming languages

enforce this to various degrees. For example, the Java language does not allow client code to

access the private data of a class at all, whereas in languages like Objective-C or Perl client

code can do whatever it wants. In C++ language, private methods are visible but not

accessible in the interface; however, they are commonly made invisible by explicitly

declaring fully abstract classes that represent the interfaces of the class.

Access specifiers do not necessarily control visibility, in that even private members may be

visible to client code. In some languages, an inaccessible but visible member may be referred

to at run-time (e.g. pointer to it can be returned from member functions), but all attempts to

use it by referring to the name of the member from client code will be prevented by the type

checker. Object-oriented design uses the access specifiers in conjunction with careful design

of public method implementations to enforce class invariants. Access specifiers are intended

to protect against accidental use of members by clients, but are not suitable for run-time

protection of object's data.

Some languages, such as Ruby, support instance-private and instance-protected access

specifiers in lieu of (or in addition to) class-private and class-protected, respectively. They

differ in that they restrict access based on the instance itself, rather than the instance's class.
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In addition, some languages, such as C++, support a mechanism where a function explicitly

declared as friend of the class may access the members designated as private or protected.

6. Associations between classes

In object-oriented design and in UML, an association between two classes is a type of a link

between the corresponding objects. A (two-way) association between classes A and B

describes a relationship between each object of class A and some objects of class B, and vice

versa. Associations are often named with a verb, such as "subscribes-to".

An association role type describes the role type of an instance of a class when the instance

participates in an association. An association role type is related to each end of the

association. A role describes an instance of a class from the point of view of a situation in

which the instance participates in the association. Role types are collections of role

(instance)s grouped by their similar properties. For example, a "subscriber" role type

describes the property common to instances of the class "Person" when they participate in a

"subscribes-to" relationship with the class "Magazine". Also, a "Magazine" has the

"subscribed magazine" role type when the subscribers subscribe-to it.

Association role multiplicity describes how many instances correspond to each instance of

the other class(es) of the association. Common multiplicities are "0..1", "1..1", "1..*" and

"0..*", where the "*" specifies any number of instances. There are some special kinds of

associations between classes.

6.1Composition

Composition between class A and class B describes a has-a relationship where

instances of class B have shorter or same lifetime than the lifetime of the

corresponding instances of the enclosing class. Class B is said to be a part of class A.

This is often implemented in programming languages by allocating the data storage of

instances of class A to contain a representation of instances of class B.

Aggregation is a variation of composition that describes that instances of a class are

part of instances of the other class, but the constraint on lifetime of the instances is not

required. The implementation of aggregation is often via a pointer or reference to the

contained instance. In both cases, method implementations of the enclosing class can
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invoke methods of the part class. A common example of aggregation is a list class.

When a list's lifetime is over, it does not necessarily mean the lifetimes of the objects

within the list are also over.

6.2 Inheritance

Another type of class association is inheritance, which involves subclasses and

superclasses, also known respectively as child classes (or derived classes) and parent

classes (or base classes). If [car] was a class, then [station wagon] and [mini-van]

might be two subclasses. If [Button] is a subclass of [Control], then all buttons are

controls. In other words, inheritance is an is-a relationship between two classes.

Subclasses usually consist of several kinds of modifications (customizations) to their

respective superclasses: addition of new instance variables, addition of new methods

and overriding of existing methods to support the new instance variables.

Conceptually, a superclass should be considered as a common part of its subclasses.

This factoring of commonality is one mechanism for providing reuse. Thus, extending

a superclass by modifying the existing class is also likely to narrow its applicability in

various situations. In object-oriented design, careful balance between applicability

and functionality of superclasses should be considered. Subclassing is different from

subtyping in that subtyping deals with common behaviour whereas subclassing is

concerned with common structure.

Some programming languages (for example C++) allow multiple inheritance - they

allow a child class to have more than one parent class. This technique has been

criticized by some for its unnecessary complexity and being difficult to implement

efficiently, though some projects have certainly benefited from its use. Java, for

example has no multiple inheritance, as its designers felt that it would add

unnecessary complexity. Java instead allows inheriting from multiple pure abstract

classes (called interfaces in Java).

Sub- and superclasses are considered to exist within a hierarchy defined by the

inheritance relationship. If multiple inheritance is allowed, this hierarchy is a directed

acyclic graph (or DAG for short), otherwise it is a tree. The hierarchy has classes as

nodes and inheritance relationships as links. The levels of this hierarchy are called
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layers or levels of abstraction. Classes in the same level are more likely to be

associated than classes in different levels.

There are two slightly different points of view as to whether subclasses of the same

class are required to be disjoint. Sometimes, subclasses of a particular class are

considered to be completely disjoint. That is, every instance of a class has exactly one

most-derived class, which is a subclass of every class that the instance has. This view

does not allow dynamic change of object's class, as objects are assumed to be created

with a fixed most-derived class. The basis for not allowing changes to object's class is

that the class is a compile-time type, which does not usually change at runtime, and

polymorphism is utilized for any dynamic change to the object's behavior, so this

ability is not necessary. And design that does not need to perform changes to object's

type will be more robust and easy-to-use from the point of view of the users of the

class.

From another point of view, subclasses are not required to be disjoint. Then there is

no concept of a most-derived class, and all types in the inheritance hierarchy that are

types of the instance are considered to be equally types of the instance. This view is

based on a dynamic classification of objects, such that an object may change its class

at runtime. Then object's class is considered to be its current structure, but changes to

it are allowed. The basis for allowing changes to object's class is a perceived

inconvenience caused by replacing an instance with another instance of a different

type, since this would require change of all references to the original instance to be

changed to refer to the new instance. When changing the object's class, references to

the existing instances do not need to be replaced with references to new instances

when the class of the object changes. However, this ability is not readily available in

all programming languages. This analysis depends on the proposition that dynamic

changes to object structure are common. This may or may not be the case in practice.

6.3 Languages without inheritance

Although class-based languages are commonly assumed to support inheritance,

inheritance is not an intrinsic aspect of the concept of classes. There are languages

that support classes yet do not support inheritance. Examples are earlier versions of

Visual Basic. These languages, sometimes called "object-based languages", do not
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provide the structural benefits of statically type-checked interfaces for objects. This is

because in object-based languages, it is possible to use and extend data structures and

attach methods to them at run-time. This precludes the compiler or interpreter from

being able to check the type information specified in the source code as the type is

built dynamically and not defined statically. Most of these languages allow for

instance behaviour and complex operational polymorphism (see dynamic dispatch and

polymorphism).

Topic : More On Objects And Classes

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Categories of classes

 Non-class-based object-oriented programming

Definition/Overview:

Overview: More technically, a class is a cohesive package that consists of a particular kind of

metadata. It describes the rules by which objects behave; these objects are referred to as

instances of that class. A class has both an interface and a structure. The interface describes

how the class and its instances can be interacted with via methods, while the structure

describes how the data is partitioned into attributes within an instance. A class may also have

a representation (metaobject) at runtime, which provides runtime support for manipulating

the class-related metadata. In object-oriented design, a class is the most specific type of an

object in relation to a specific layer.

Key Points:

1. Categories of classes

There are many categories of classes depending on modifiers. Note that these categories do

not necessarily categorize classes into distinct partitions. For example, while it is impossible
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to have a class that is both abstract and concrete, a sealed class is implicitly a concrete class,

and it may be possible to have an abstract partial class.

1.1 Concrete classes

A concrete class is a class that can be instantiated. This contrasts with abstract classes

as described below.

1.2 Abstract classes

An abstract class, or abstract base class (ABC), is a class that cannot be instantiated.

Such a class is only meaningful if the language supports inheritance. An abstract class

is designed only as a parent class from which child classes may be derived. Abstract

classes are often used to represent abstract concepts or entities. The incomplete

features of the abstract class are then shared by a group of subclasses which add

different variations of the missing pieces.

Abstract classes are superclasses which contain abstract methods and are defined such

that concrete subclasses are to extend them by implementing the methods. The

behaviors defined by such a class are "generic" and much of the class will be

undefined and unimplemented. Before a class derived from an abstract class can

become concrete, i.e. a class that can be instantiated, it must implement particular

methods for all the abstract methods of its parent classes.

When specifying an abstract class, the programmer is referring to a class which has

elements that are meant to be implemented by inheritance. The abstraction of the class

methods to be implemented by the subclasses is meant to simplify software

development. This also enables the programmer to focus on planning and design.

Most object oriented programming languages allow the programmer to specify which

classes are considered abstract and will not allow these to be instantiated. For

example, in Java, the keyword abstract is used. In C++, an abstract class is a class

having at least one abstract method (a pure virtual function in C++ parlance).
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Some languages, notably Java and C#, additionally support a variant of abstract

classes called an interface. Such a class can only contain abstract publicly-accessible

methods.

1.3 Sealed classes

Some languages also support sealed classes. A sealed class cannot be used as a base

class. For this reason, it cannot also be an abstract class. Sealed classes are primarily

used to prevent derivation. They add another level of strictness during compile-time,

improve memory usage, and trigger certain optimizations that improve run-time

efficiency.

1.4 Local and inner classes

In some languages, classes can be declared in scopes other than the global scope.

There are various types of such classes. One common type is an inner class or nested

class, which is a class defined within another class. Since it involves two classes, this

can also be treated as another type of class association. The methods of an inner class

can access static methods of the enclosing class(es). An inner class is typically not

associated with instances of the enclosing class, i.e. an inner class is not instantiated

along with its enclosing class. Depending on language, it may or may not be possible

to refer to the class from outside the enclosing class. A related concept is inner types

(a.k.a. inner data type, nested type), which is a generalization of the concept of inner

classes. C++ is an example of a language that supports both inner classes and inner

types (via typedef declarations).

Another type is a local class, which is a class defined within a procedure or function.

This limits references to the class name to within the scope where the class is

declared. Depending on the semantic rules of the language, there may be additional

restrictions on local classes compared non-local ones. One common restriction is to

disallow local class methods to access local variables of the enclosing function. For

example, in C++, a local class may refer to static variables declared within its

enclosing function, but may not access the function's automatic variables.
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1.5 Partial classes

Partial classes are classes that can be split over multiple definitions (typically over

multiple files), making it easier to deal with large quantities of code. At compile time

the partial classes are grouped together, thus logically make no difference to the

output. An example of the use of partial classes may be the separation of user

interface logic and processing logic. A primary benefit of partial classes is allowing

different programmers to work on different parts of the same class at the same time.

They also make automatically generated code easier to interpret, as it is separated

from other code into a partial class.

Partial classes have been around in Smalltalk under the name of Class Extensions for

considerable time. With the arrival of the .NET framework 2, Microsoft introduced

partial classes, supported in both C# 2.0 and Visual Basic 2005.

1.6 Metaclasses

Metaclasses are classes whose instances are classes. A metaclass describes a common

structure of a collection of classes. A metaclass can implement a design pattern or

describe a shorthand for particular kinds of classes. Metaclasses are often used to

describe frameworks. In some languages such as Python, Ruby, Java, and Smalltalk, a

class is also an object; thus each class is an instance of the unique metaclass, which is

built in the language. For example, in Objective-C, each object and class is an

instance of NSObject. The Common Lisp Object System (CLOS) provides metaobject

protocols (MOPs) to implement those classes and metaclasses.

2. Non-class-based object-oriented programming

To the surprise of some familiar with the use of classes, classes are not the only way to

approach object-oriented programming. Another common approach is prototype-based

programming. Languages that support non-class-based programming are usually designed

with the motive to address the problem of tight-coupling between implementations and

interfaces due to the use of classes. For example, the Self language, a prototype-based

language, was designed to show that the role of a class can be substituted by using an extant
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object which serves as a prototype to a new object, and the resulting language is as expressive

as Smalltalk with more generality in creating objects.

Topic : Inheritance And Polymorphism

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Background

 Inheritance with Polymorphism

 Parametric Polymorphism

 Operator Overloading

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In simple terms, polymorphism is the ability of one type, A, to appear as and be

used like another type, B. In strongly typed languages, this usually means that type A

somehow derives from type B, or type A implements an interface that represents type B. In

non-strongly typed languages (dynamically typed languages) types are implicitly

polymorphic to the extent they have similar features (fields, methods, operators). In fact, this

is one of the principal benefits (and pitfalls) of dynamic typing.

Key Points:

1. Background

Operator Overloading the numerical operators +,-,/,* allow polymorphic treatment of the

various numerical types Integer, UnSigned Integer, Float, Decimal, etc; each of which have

different ranges, bit patterns, and representations. Another common example is the use of the

"+" operator which allows similar or polymorphic treatment of numbers (addition), strings

(concatenation), and lists (attachment). This is a lesser used feature of polymorphism. The

primary usage of polymorphism in industry (object-oriented programming theory) is the

ability of objects belonging to different types to respond to method, field, or property calls of

the same name, each one according to an appropriate type-specific behavior. The programmer
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(and the program) does not have to know the exact type of the object in advance, and so the

exact behavior is determined at run time (this is called late binding or dynamic binding). The

different objects involved only need to present a compatible interface to the clients (the

calling routines). That is, there must be public or internal methods, fields, events, and

properties with the same name and the same parameter sets in all the Superclasses,

Subclasses, and potentially Interfaces. In principle, the object types may be unrelated, but

since they share a common interface, they are often implemented as Subclasses of the same

Superclass. Though it is not required, it is understood that the different methods will also

produce similar results (for example, returning values of the same type).

2. Inheritance with Polymorphism

If a Dog is commanded to speak(), she may emit a bark, while if a Pig is asked to speak(), he

may respond with an oink. Both inherit speak() from Animal, but their subclass methods

override the methods of the superclass, known as overriding polymorphism. Adding a walk

class to Animal would give both Pig and Dog object's the same walk method.

Inheritance combined with polymorphism allows class B to inherit from class A without

having to retain all features of class A; it can do some of the things that class A does

differently. This means that the same "verb" can result in different actions as appropriate for a

specific class. Calling code can issue the same command to their superclass or interface and

get appropriately different results from each one.

Python makes polymorphism particularly easy to write, since the language is dynamically

(and implicitly) typed: a name can be bound to objects of any type (or class) without having

to explicitly specify the type, and a list holds mixed type (unlike a C array or a Java array, be

it generic or not). Note the inevitable trade-off though: a language that generates fewer

compile-time errors tends to generate more run-time errors, requiring explicit (unit) testing.

Dynamic language performance is hindered by the extra checks and searches that occur at

each call site. Straightforward implementations have to repeatedly search class precedence

lists for members and potentially resolve overloads on method argument types each time you

execute a particular line of code. In an expression such as o.m(x, y) or x + y, dynamic

languages need to check exactly what kind of object o is, what is m bound to for o, what type

x is, what type y is, or what "+" means for the actual runtime type of x and y. In a statically

typed language (or with enough type hints in the code and type inferencing), you can emit
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exactly the instructions or runtime function calls that are appropriate at each call site. You

can do this because you know from the static types what is needed at compile time.

Dynamic languages provide great productivity enhancements and powerful terse expressions

due to their dynamic capabilities. However, in practice code tends to execute on the same

types of objects each time. This means you can improve performance by remembering the

results of method searches the first time a section of code executes. For example, with x + y,

if x and y are integers the first time that expression executes, we can remember a code

sequence or exactly what runtime function performs addition given two integers. Then each

time that expression executes, there is no search involved. The code just checks that x and y

are integers again, and dispatches to the right code with no searching. The result can literally

be reduced to inlined code generation with a couple of type checks and an add instruction,

depending on the semantics of an operation and method caching mechanisms used.

3. Parametric Polymorphism

In object-oriented programming languages, the term polymorphism has different, but related

meanings; one of these, parametric polymorphism, is known as generic programming in the

Object Oriented Programming Community and is supported by many languages including

C++, C# and Java. Generics allow you compile time type safety and other benefits and/or

disadvantages depending on the language's implementation.

C++ implements parametric polymorphism through templates. The use of templates requires

the compiler to generate a separate instance of the templated class or function for every

permutation of type parameters used with it, which can lead to code bloat and difficulty

debugging. A benefit C++ templates have over Java and C# is that they allow for template

metaprogramming, which is a way of pre-evaluating some of the code at compile-time rather

than run-time.

Java parametric polymorphism is called generics and implemented through type erasure.

C# parametric polymorphism is called generics and implemented by reification, making C#

the only language of the three which supports parametric polymorphism as a first class

member of the language. This design choice is leveraged to provide additional functionality,

such as allowing reflection with preservation of generic types, as well as alleviating some of
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the limitations of erasure (such as being unable to create generic arrays). This also means that

there is no performance hit from runtime casts and normally expensive boxing conversions.

When primitive and value types are used as generic arguments, they get specialized

implementations, allowing for efficient generic collections and methods..

4. Operator Overloading

Overloading polymorphism is the use of one method signature or operator (such as "+") to

perform several different functions depending on the implementation. The "+" operator, for

example, may be used to perform integer addition, float addition, string concatenation, or list

concatenation, allowing Integer and Double, both subclasses of Number, to add together

properly in OOP languages.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
File Input And Output

Operator Overloading

Exception Handling

Topic : File Input And Output

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 File contents

 Identifying and organizing files

 Protecting files

 Storing files

 Backing up files

 File systems and file managers
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: A computer file is a block of arbitrary information, or resource for storing

information, which is available to a computer program and is usually based on some kind of

durable storage. A file is durable in the sense that it remains available for programs to use

after the current program has finished. Computer files can be considered as the modern

counterpart of paper documents which traditionally were kept in offices' and libraries' files,

which are the source of the term.

Key Points:

1. File contents

At the lowest level, many modern operating systems consider files simply as a one-

dimensional sequence of bytes. At a higher level, where the content of the file is being

considered, these binary digits may represent integer values, text characters, image pixels,

audio or anything else. It is up to the program using the file to understand the meaning and

internal layout of information in the file and present it to a user as more meaningful

information (like text, images, sounds, or executable application programs).

At any instant in time, a file might have a size, normally expressed as number of bytes, that

indicates how much storage is associated with the file. In most modern operating systems the

size can be any non-negative whole number of bytes up to a system limit. However, the

general definition of a file does not require that its instant size has any real meaning, unless

the data within the file happens to correspond to data within a pool of persistent storage.

For example, the file to which the link /bin/ls points in a typical Unix-like system probably

has a defined size that seldom changed. Compare this with /dev/null. This is a file, but its size

may be open to question. Information in a computer file can consist of smaller packets of

information (often called "records" or "lines") that are individually different but share some

trait in common. For example, a payroll file might contain information concerning all the

employees in a company and their payroll details; each record in the payroll file concerns just

one employee, and all the records have the common trait of being related to payrollthis is

very similar to placing all payroll information into a specific filing cabinet in an office that

does not have a computer. A text file may contain lines of text, corresponding to printed lines
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on a piece of paper. Alternatively, a file may contain an arbitrary binary image (a BLOB) or

it may contain an executable.

The way information is grouped into a file is entirely up to the person designing the file. This

has led to a plethora of more or less standardized file structures for all imaginable purposes,

from the simplest to the most complex. Most computer files are used by computer programs.

These programs create, modify and delete files for their own use on an as-needed basis. The

programmers who create the programs decide what files are needed, how they are to be used

and (often) their names.

In some cases, computer programs manipulate files that are made visible to the computer

user. For example, in a word-processing program, the user manipulates document files that

the user personally names. The content of the document file is arranged in a way that the

word-processing program understands, but the user chooses the name and location of the file

and provides the bulk of the information (such as words and text) that will be stored in the

file.

Many applications pack all their data files into a single file, using internal markers to discern

the different types of information contained within. The data files used by games such as

Doom and Quake are examples of this. Files on a computer can be created, moved, modified,

grown, shrunk and deleted. In most cases, computer programs that are executed on the

computer handle these operations, but the user of a computer can also manipulate files if

necessary. For instance, Microsoft Word files are normally created and modified by the

Microsoft Word program in response to user commands, but the user can also move, rename,

or delete these files directly by using a file manager program such as Windows Explorer (on

Windows computers).

In Unix-like systems, user-space processes do not normally deal with files at all; the

operating system provides a level of abstraction which means that almost all interaction with

files from user-space is through hard links. Hard links allow a name to be associated with a

file (or they can be anonymous - and therefore temporary); files do not have names in the OS.

For example, a user-space program cannot delete a file; it can delete a link to a file (for

example, using the shell commands rm or mv or, in the anonymous case, simply by exiting),

and if the kernel determines that there are no more existing links to the file, it may then delete

the file. In fact, it really is only the kernel that deals with files, but it serves to handle all user-
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space interaction with (virtual) files in a manner that is transparent to the user-space

programs.

2. Identifying and organizing files

In modern computer systems, files are typically accessed using names (filenames). In some

operating systems, the name is associated with the file itself. In others, the file is anonymous,

and is pointed to by links that have names. In the latter case, a user can identify the name of

the link with the file itself, but this is a false analogue, especially where there exists more

than one link to the same file.

Files (or links to files) can be located in directories. However, more generally, a directory can

contain either a list of files or a list of links to files. Within this definition, it is of paramount

importance that the term "file" includes directories. This permits the existence of directory

hierarchies, i.e., directories containing subdirectories. A name that refers to a file within a

directory must be unique. In other words, there must be no identical names within a directory.

However, in some operating systems, a name may include a specification of type that means

a directory can contain an identical name for more than one type of object such as a directory

and a file.

In environments in which a file is named, a file's name and the path to the file's directory

must uniquely identify it among all other files in the computer systemno two files can have

the same name and path. Where a file is anonymous, named references to it will exist within

a namespace. In most cases, any name within the namespace will refer to exactly zero or one

file. However, any file may be represented within any namespace by zero, one or more

names.

Any string of characters may or may not be a well-formed name for a file or a link depending

upon the context of application. Whether or not a name is well-formed depends on the type of

computer system being used. Early computers permitted only a few letters or digits in the

name of a file, but modern computers allow long names (some up to 255 characters)

containing almost any combination of unicode letters or unicode digits, making it easier to

understand the purpose of a file at a glance. Some computer systems allow file names to

contain spaces; others do not. Case-sensitivity of file names is determined by the file system.

Unix file systems are usually case sensitive and allow user-level applications to create files
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whose names differ only in the case of characters. Microsoft Windows supports multiple file

systems, each with different policies regarding case-sensitivity. The common FAT file

system can have multiple files whose names differ only in case if the user uses a disk editor

to edit the file names in the directory entries. User applications, however, will usually not

allow the user to create multiple files with the same name but differing in case.

Most computers organize files into hierarchies using folders, directories, or catalogs. The

concept is the same irrespective of the terminology used. Each folder can contain an arbitrary

number of files, and it can also contain other folders. These other folders are referred to as

subfolders. Subfolders can contain still more files and folders and so on, thus building a tree-

like structure in which one "master folder" (or "root folder" the name varies from one

operating system to another) can contain any number of levels of other folders and files.

Folders can be named just as files can (except for the root folder, which often does not have a

name). The use of folders makes it easier to organize files in a logical way.

When a computer allows the use of folders, each file and folder has not only a name of its

own, but also a path, which identifies the folder or folders in which a file or folder resides. In

the path, some sort of special charactersuch as a slashis used to separate the file and folder

names. For example, in the illustration shown in this article, the path

/Payroll/Salaries/Managers uniquely identifies a file called Managers in a folder called

Salaries, which in turn is contained in a file called Payroll. The folder and file names are

separated by slashes in this example; the topmost or root folder has no name, and so the path

begins with a slash (if the root folder had a name, it would precede this first slash).

Many (but not all) computer systems use extensions in file names to help identify what they

contain, also known as the file type. On Windows computers, extensions consist of a dot

(period) at the end of a file name, followed by a few letters to identify the type of file. An

extension of .txt identifies a text file; a .doc extension identifies any type of document or

documentation, commonly in the Microsoft Word file format; and so on. Even when

extensions are used in a computer system, the degree to which the computer system

recognizes and heeds them can vary; in some systems, they are required, while in other

systems, they are completely ignored if they are present.
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3. Protecting files

Many modern computer systems provide methods for protecting files against accidental and

deliberate damage. Computers that allow for multiple users implement file permissions to

control who may or may not modify, delete, or create files and folders. A given user may be

granted only permission to modify a file or folder, but not to delete it; or a user may be given

permission to create files or folders, but not to delete them. Permissions may also be used to

allow only certain users to see the contents of a file or folder. Permissions protect against

unauthorized tampering or destruction of information in files, and keep private information

confidential by preventing unauthorized users from seeing certain files.

Another protection mechanism implemented in many computers is a read-only flag. When

this flag is turned on for a file (which can be accomplished by a computer program or by a

human user), the file can be examined, but it cannot be modified. This flag is useful for

critical information that must not be modified or erased, such as special files that are used

only by internal parts of the computer system. Some systems also include a hidden flag to

make certain files invisible; this flag is used by the computer system to hide essential system

files that users should not alter.

4. Storing files

The discussion above describes a file as a concept presented to a user or a high-level

operating system. However, any file that has any useful purpose, outside of a thought

experiment, must have some physical manifestation. That is, a file (an abstract concept) in a

real computer system must have a real physical analogue if it is to exist at all.

In physical terms, most computer files are stored on some type of data storage device. For

example, there is a hard disk, from which most operating systems run and on which most

store their files. Hard discs are the most ubiquitous form of non-volatile storage at the start of

the 21st century. Where files contain only temporary information, they may be stored in

RAM.

In Unix-like operating systems, many files have no direct association with a physical storage

device: /dev/null is a prime example, as are just about all files under /dev, /proc and /sys.
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These can be accessed as files in user space. They are really virtual files that exist, in reality,

as objects within the operating system kernel.

Computer files may be stored on magnetic tape. Files can also be stored on other media in

some cases, such as writeable compact discs, Digital Versatile Discs, Zip drives, USB flash

drives, etc.

5. Backing up files

When computer files contain information that is extremely important, a back-up process is

used to protect against disasters that might destroy the files. Backing up files simply means

making copies of the files in a separate location so that they can be restored if something

happens to the computer, or if they are deleted accidentally. There are many ways to back up

files. Most computer systems provide utility programs to assist in the back-up process, which

can become very time-consuming if there are many files to safeguard. Files are often copied

to removable media such as writable CDs or cartridge tapes. Copying files to another hard

disk in the same computer protects against failure of one disk, but if it is necessary to protect

against failure or destruction of the entire computer, then copies of the files must be made on

other media that can be taken away from the computer and stored in a safe, distant location.

The grandfather-father-son backup method automatically makes three back ups, the

grandfather file is the oldest copy of the file and the son is the current copy.

6. File systems and file managers

The way a computer organizes, names, stores and manipulates files is globally referred to as

its file system. Most computers have at least one file system. Some computers allow the use

of several different file systems. For instance, on newer MS Windows computers, the older

FAT-type file systems of MS-DOS and old versions of Windows are supported, in addition to

the NTFS file system that is the normal file system for recent versions of Windows. Each

system has its own advantages and disadvantages. Standard FAT allow only eight-character

file names (plus a three-character extension) with no spaces, for example, whereas NTFS

allows much longer names that can contain spaces. You can call a file Payroll records in

NTFS, but in FAT you would be restricted to something like payroll.dat (unless you were

using VFAT, a FAT extension allowing long file names).
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File manager programs are utility programs that allow users to manipulate files directly. They

allow you to move, create, delete and rename files and folders, although they do not actually

allow you to read the contents of a file or store information in it. Every computer system

provides at least one file-manager program for its native file system. Under Windows, the

most commonly used file manager program is Windows Explorer.

Topic : Operator Overloading

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Operator overloading

 Macro

Definition/Overview:

Overview: In computer programming, operator overloading (less commonly known as

operator ad-hoc polymorphism) is a specific case of polymorphism in which some or all of

operators like +, =, or == have different implementations depending on the types of their

arguments. Sometimes the overloadings are defined by the language; sometimes the

programmer can implement support for new types. Operator overloading is useful because it

allows the developer to program using notation closer to the target domain and allows user

types to look like types built into the language. It can easily be emulated using function calls;

for an example, consider the integers a, b, c:

Key Points:

1. Operator overloading

Operator overloading has often been criticized because it allows programmers to give

operators completely different semantics depending on the types of their operands. shifts the

bits in the variable a left by 1 bit if a is of an integer type, but if a is an output stream then the

above code will attempt to write a "1" to the stream. Because operator overloading allows the
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original programmer to change the usual semantics of an operator and to catch any

subsequent programmers by surprise, it is usually considered good practice to use operator

overloading with care. Changing the semantics can even happen by accident, as a common

pitfall in C++ operator overloading is confusion between the arithmetic operators and

assignment operators: Beginners frequently overload the addition (+) operator but give it the

semantics of the assignment by addition (+=) operator, resulting in simple expressions like a

+ b unexpectedly modifying a.

The common reply to this criticism, given by programmers who favor operator overloading,

is that the same argument applies to function overloading as well. Furthermore, even in the

absence of overloading, a programmer can define a function to do something totally different

from what would be expected from its name. An issue that remains is that languages such as

C++ provide a limited set of operator symbols, thus removing from programmers the option

of choosing a more suitable operator symbol for their new operation. Another, more subtle

issue with operators is that certain rules from mathematics can be expected or unintentionally

assumed. For example the commutativity of + (i.e. that a + b == b + a) does not always apply;

for example when the operands are strings (i.e. "school" + "bag" is different from "bag" +

"school"). A typical counter to this argument comes directly from mathematics: While + is

commutative on Integers (and in general any Ring), it is not commutative for other "types" of

variable. It can be further noted that + is not even commutative on floating point values in

practice due to rounding errors.

Operators are overloaded so that the objects behave as primitive types. New operators cannot

be created, only the functionality of existing operators on objects can be modified; at least in

C++. A particular problem from the aspect of performance, is that operator overloading can

describe nothing about the relationships between the operators. For instance, it is the case that

for an unsigned integer x, the expressions x * 4, x + x + x + x, and x << 2 are equivalent, and

a compiler can use this equivalence to select the most efficient for every occurrence of the

expressions. In contrast, were x an object of a hypothetical Integer class, these expressions

would necessarily be output verbatim. As a realistic example, the matrix expression A * B +

C has optimization potential that cannot be realized with the straightforward multiply-then-

add technique that is the result of overloaded * and + operators. Such optimization

opportunities and more can be harnessed explicitly using techniques like expression

templates in C++.
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2. Macro

macro (from the Greek 'μάκρο' for long or far) in computer science is a rule or pattern that

specifies how a certain input sequence (often a sequence of characters) should be mapped to

an output sequence (also often a sequence of characters) according to a defined procedure.

The mapping process which instantiates a macro into a specific output sequence is known as

macro expansion. The term originated with macro-assemblers, where the idea is to make

available to the programmer a sequence of computing instructions as a single program

statement, making the programming task less tedious and less error-prone.

Keyboard macros and mouse macros allow short sequences of keystrokes and mouse actions

to be transformed into other, usually more time-consuming, sequences of keystrokes and

mouse actions. In this way, frequently-used or repetitive sequences of keystrokes and mouse

movements can be automated. Separate programs for creating these macros are called macro

recorders.

During the 1980s, macro programs -- originally SmartKey, then SuperKey, KeyWorks,

Prokey -- were very popular, first as a means to automatically format screenplays, then for a

variety of user input tasks. These programs were based on the TSR (Terminate and stay

resident) mode of operation and applied to all keyboard input, no matter in which context it

occurred. They have to some extent fallen into obsolescence following the advent of mouse-

driven user interface and the availability of keyboard and mouse macros in applications, such

as word processors and spreadsheets, which makes it possible to create application-sensitive

keyboard macros.

Keyboard macros have in more recent times come to life as a method of exploiting the

economy of massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG)s. By tirelessly

performing a boring, repetitive, but low risk action, a player running a macro can earn a large

amount of the game's currency. This effect is even larger when a macro-using player operates

multiple accounts simultaneously, or operates the accounts for a large amount of time each

day. As this money is generated without human intervention, it can dramatically upset the

economy of the game by causing runaway inflation. For this reason, use of macros is a

violation of the TOS or EULA of most MMORPGs, and administrators of MMORPGs fight a

continual war to identify and punish macro users
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Macros are normally used to map a short string (macro invocation) to a longer sequence of

instructions. Another, less common, use of macros is to do the reverse: to map a sequence of

instructions to a macro string. This was the approach taken by the STAGE2 Mobile

Programming System, which used a rudimentary macro compiler (called SIMCMP) to map

the specific instruction set of a given computer to counterpart machine-independent macros.

Applications (notably compilers) written in these machine-independent macros can then be

run without change on any computer equipped with the rudimentary macro compiler. The

first application run in such a context is a more sophisticated and powerful macro compiler,

written in the machine-independent macro language. This macro compiler is applied to itself,

in a bootstrap fashion, to produce a compiled and much more efficient version of itself. The

advantage of this approach is that complex applications can be ported from one computer to a

very different computer with very little effort (for each target machine architecture, just the

writing of the rudimentary macro compiler). The advent of modern programming languages,

notably C, for which compilers are available on virtually all computers, has rendered such an

approach superfluous. This was, however, one of the first instances (if not the first) of

compiler bootstrapping.

Topic : Exception Handling

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic the student will be able to understand:

 Introduction

 Exception safety

 Exception support in programming languages

 Checked exceptions

 Exception synchronity

 Condition systems
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Definition/Overview:

Overview: Exception handling is a programming language construct or computer hardware

mechanism designed to handle the occurrence of a condition that changes the normal flow of

execution. For signaling conditions that are part of the normal flow of execution, see the

concepts of signal and event handler. In general, the current state will be saved in a

predefined location and the execution will switch to a predefined handler. Depending on the

situation, the handler may later resume the execution at the original location, using the saved

information to restore the original state. For example, an exception that will usually be

resumed is a page fault, while a division by zero usually cannot be resolved transparently.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

From the processing point of view, hardware interrupts are similar to resumable exceptions,

although they are usually not related to the current program flow.

From the point of view of the author of a routine, raising an exception is a useful way to

signal that the routine could not execute normally. For example, when an input argument is

invalid (a zero denominator in division) or when a resource it relies on is unavailable (like a

missing file, or a hard disk error). In systems without exceptions, routines would need to

return some special error code. However, this is sometimes complicated by the semipredicate

problem, in which users of the routine need to write extra code to distinguish normal return

values from erroneous ones.

In runtime engine environments such as Java or .NET, there exist tools that attach to the

runtime engine and every time that an exception of interest occurs, they record debugging

information that existed in memory at the time the exception was thrown (call stack and heap

values). These tools are called Automated Exception Handling or Error Interception tools and

provide 'root-cause' information for exceptions.

Contemporary applications face many design challenges when considering exception

handling strategies. Particularly in modern enterprise level applications, exceptions must

often cross process boundaries and machine boundaries. Part of designing a solid exception

handling strategy is recognizing when a process has failed to the point where it cannot be
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economically handled by the software portion of the process. At such times, it is very

important to present exception information to the appropriate stakeholders.

2. Exception safety

For instance, consider a smart vector type, such as C++'s std::vector or Java's ArrayList.

When an item x is added to a vector v, the vector must actually add x to the internal list of

objects and also update a count field that says how many objects are in v. It may also need to

allocate new memory if the existing capacity isn't large enough. This memory allocation may

fail and throw an exception. Because of this, a vector that provides failure transparency

would be very difficult or impossible to write. However, the vector may be able to offer the

strong exception guarantee fairly easily; in this case, either the insertion of x into v will

succeed, or v will remain unchanged. If the vector provides only the basic exception safety

guarantee, if the insertion fails, v may or may not contain x, but at least it will be in a

consistent state. However, if the vector makes only the minimal guarantee, it's possible that

the vector may be invalid. For instance, perhaps the size field of v was incremented but x

wasn't actually inserted, making the state inconsistent. Of course, with no guarantee, the

program may crash; perhaps the vector needed to expand but couldn't allocate the memory

and blindly ploughs ahead as if the allocation succeeded, touching memory at an invalid

address. Usually at least basic exception safety is required. Failure transparency is difficult to

implement, and is usually not possible in libraries where complete knowledge of the

application is not available.

The point of exception handling routines is to ensure that the code can handle error

conditions. In order to establish that exception handling routines are sufficiently robust, it is

necessary to present the code with a wide spectrum of invalid or unexpected inputs, such as

can be created via software fault injection and mutation testing (which is also sometimes

referred to as fuzz testing). One of the most difficult types of software for which to write

exception handling routines is protocol software, since a robust protocol implementation must

be prepared to receive input that does not comply with the relevant specification(s).

In order to ensure that meaningful regression analysis can be conducted throughout a

software development lifecycle process, any exception handling verification should be highly

automated, and the test cases must be generated in a scientific, repeatable fashion. Several

commercially available systems exist that perform such testing, including the Service
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Assurance Platform from Mu Dynamic which can verify exception handling for many

common protocol implementation.

3. Exception support in programming languages

Many computer languages, such as most .NET languages, Actionscript, Ada, C++, D,

ECMAScript, Eiffel, Java, ML, Object Pascal (e.g. Delphi, Free Pascal, and the like),

Objective-C, Ocaml, PHP (as of version 5), PL/1, Prolog, Python, REALbasic, Ruby, Visual

Prolog, have built-in support for exceptions and exception handling. In those languages, the

advent of an exception (more precisely, an exception handled by the language) unwinds the

stack of function calls until an exception handler is found. That is, if function f contains a

handler H for exception E, calls function g, which in turn calls function h, and an exception E

occurs in h, then functions h and g will be terminated, and H in f will handle E. Excluding

minor syntactic differences, there are only a couple of exception handling styles in use. In the

most popular style, an exception is initiated by a special statement (throw, or raise) with an

exception object (e.g. with Java or Object Pascal) or a value of a special extendable

enumerated type (e.g. with Ada). The scope for exception handlers starts with a marker

clause (try, or the language's block starter such as begin) and ends in the start of the first

handler clause (catch, except, rescue). Several handler clauses can follow, and each can

specify which exception types it handles and what name it uses for the exception object. A

few languages also permit a clause (else) that is used in case no exception occurred before the

end of the handler's scope was reached. More common is a related clause (finally, or ensure)

that is executed whether an exception occurred or not, typically to release resources acquired

within the body of the exception-handling block. Notably, C++ does not need and does not

provide this construct, and the Resource-Acquisition-Is-Initialization technique is used to free

such resources instead. In its whole, exception handling code might look like this (in Java-

like pseudocode; note that an exception type called EmptyLineException would need to be

declared somewhere):

4. Checked exceptions

The designers of Java devisedchecked exceptions are a special set of exceptions. The checked

exceptions that a method may raise are part of the method's signature. For instance, if a

method might throw an IOException, it must declare this fact explicitly in its method

signature. Failure to do so raises a compile-time error.
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This is related to exception checkers that exist at least for OCaml . The external tool for

OCaml is both transparent (i.e. it does not require any syntactic annotations) and facultative

(i.e. it is possible to compile and run a program without having checked the exceptions,

although this is not suggested for production code).

The CLU programming language had a feature with the interface closer to what Java has

introduced later. A function could raise only exceptions listed in its type, but any leaking

exceptions from called functions would automatically be turned into the sole runtime

exception, failure, instead of resulting in compile-time error. Later, Modula-3 had a similar

feature. These features don't include the compile time checking which is central in the

concept of checked exceptions, and hasn't (as of 2006) been incorporated into major

programming languages other than Java.

4.1 Pros and cons

Checked exceptions can, at compile time, greatly reduce (but not entirely eliminate)

the incidence of unhandled exceptions surfacing at runtime in a given application; the

unchecked exceptions (RuntimeExceptions and Errors) can still go unhandled.

However, some see checked exceptions as a nuisance, syntactic salt that either

requires large throws declarations, often revealing implementation details and

reducing encapsulation, or encourages the (ab)use of poorly-considered try/catch

blocks that can potentially hide legitimate exceptions from their appropriate handlers.

The problem is more evident considering what happens to code over time. An

interface may be declared to throw exceptions X & Y. In a later version of the code, if

one wants to throw exception Z, it would make the new code incompatible with the

earlier uses. Furthermore, with the adapter pattern, where one body of code declares

an interface that is then implemented by a different body of code so that code can be

plugged in and called by the first, the adapter code may have a rich set of exceptions

to describe problems, but is forced to use the exception types declared in the interface.

Others do not consider this a nuisance as it is possible to reduce the number of

declared exceptions by either declaring a superclass of all potentially thrown

exceptions or by defining and declaring exception types that are suitable for the level

of abstraction of the called method, and mapping lower level exceptions to these
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types, preferably wrapped using the exception chaining in order to preserve the root

cause. In addition, it's very possible that in the example above of the changing

interface that the calling code would need to be modified as well, since in some sense

the exceptions a method may throw are part of the method's implicit interface

anyway.

A simple throws Exception declaration or catch (Exception e) is always sufficient to

satisfy the checking. While this technique is sometimes useful, it effectively

circumvents the checked exception mechanism, so it should only be used after careful

consideration. Additionally, throws Exception forces all calling code to do the same.

One prevalent view is that unchecked exception types should not be handled, except

maybe at the outermost levels of scope, as they often represent scenarios that do not

allow for recovery: RuntimeExceptions frequently reflect programming defects, and

Errors generally represent unrecoverable JVM failures. The view is that, even in a

language that supports checked exceptions, there are cases where the use of checked

exceptions is not appropriate.

5. Exception synchronity

Somewhat related with the concept of checked exceptions is exception synchronity.

Synchronous exceptions happen at a specific program statement whereas asynchronous

exceptions can raise practically anywhere. It follows that asynchronous exception handling

can't be required by the compiler. They are also difficult to program with. Examples of

naturally asynchronous events include pressing Ctrl-C to interrupt a program, and receiving a

signal such as "stop" or "suspend" from another thread of execution. Programming languages

typically deal with this by limiting asynchronity, for example Java has lost thread stopping

and resuming. Instead, there can be semi-asynchronous exceptions that only raise in suitable

locations of the program or synchronously.

6. Condition systems

Common Lisp, Dylan and Smalltalk have a Condition system which encompasses the

aforementioned exception handling systems. In those languages or environments the advent

of a condition (a "generalisation of an error" according to Kent Pitman) implies a function

call, and only late in the exception handler the decision to unwind the stack may be taken.
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Conditions are a generalization of exceptions. When a condition arises, an appropriate

condition handler is searched for and selected, in stack order, to handle the condition.

Conditions which do not represent errors may safely go unhandled entirely; their only

purpose may be to propagate hints or warnings toward the user.

6.1 Continuable exceptions

This is related to the so-called resumption model of exception handling, in which

some exceptions are said to be continuable: it is permitted to return to the expression

that signaled an exception, after having taken corrective action in the handler. The

condition system is generalized thus: within the handler of a non-serious condition

(a.k.a. continuable exception), it is possible to jump to predefined restart points (a.k.a.

restarts) that lie between the signaling expression and the condition handler. Restarts

are functions closed over some lexical environment, allowing the programmer to

repair this environment before exiting the condition handler completely or unwinding

the stack even partially.

6.2 Restarts separate mechanism from policy

Condition handling moreover provides a separation of mechanism from policy.

Restarts provide various possible mechanisms for recovering from error, but do not

select which mechanism is appropriate in a given situation. That is the province of the

condition handler, which (since it is located in higher-level code) has access to a

broader view.

An example: Suppose there is a library function whose purpose is to parse a single

syslog file entry. What should this function do if the entry is malformed? There is no

one right answer, because the same library could be deployed in programs for many

different purposes. In an interactive log-file browser, the right thing to do might be to

return the entry unparsed, so the user can see it -- but in an automated log-

summarizing program, the right thing to do might be to supply null values for the

unreadable fields, but abort with an error if too many entries have been malformed.

That is to say, the question can only be answered in terms of the broader goals of the

program, which are not known to the general-purpose library function. Nonetheless,
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exiting with an error message is only rarely the right answer. So instead of simply

exiting with an error, the function may establish restarts offering various ways to

continue -- for instance, to skip the log entry, to supply default or null values for the

unreadable fields, to ask the user for the missing values, or to unwind the stack and

abort processing with an error message. The restarts offered constitute the

mechanisms available for recovering from error; the selection of restart by the

condition handler supplies the policy.
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